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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The ational*Center for Research in Vocational Education's mission iS
to inc ase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and 'organizations
to solve educational problems relating to individual career planning,
preparati n, and progression. The National Center fulfilli its mission by:'

C.,

4

Generating knowledge through research

aDeveloping educational pograms and products

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Providing information for national.planning and policy

Installing educational programs and prodpcts

Oper,ating information systems and services

Conducting leadership development and training programs

I

;--,

For further information contact:

The Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University ,

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210 -

Telephone: (614) 486-3655 or (800) 848-4815
Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/Columbu's, Ohio ;
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FOREWORD

The need for competent administrators. of vocational education has long
been recognized. .The rapid expansiontof vocational education programs and

increased student enrollments have resulted in a need for increasing_numbers
of vocational administrators at both the secondary and poStsecondary_levels,
\preservice and inservice admihistrators need to be well prepared for the com-
iDlex and unique skills required to successfully direct vocational progrIms.

The effective training of locil administrators has been'tiampered by the

limited knowledge of the,)ompetenties needed by local administrators and by
the limited availability of competency-based materials.specifically designed
for the 157-eparation of vocational administrators., In response to this press-

ing need, the Occupational and Adult Education Branch of the U.S. Office of
Education, Sunder provisions of part C--Research of the VoCatfonal Education
Amendments of 1968,' funded the National Center for a scope of work entitled .

'Development of Competency-Based Instrvetiontl Materials for Local Administra-
tors of Vocational Education", during,the per od 1975-77. That projeCt had two
major objectives: .

F

1. To conduct research to identify and nationally verify the competen-
cies considered important to local` administrafors of vocational edu-
cation.

2. To develop and field test a series of prototypic Competency-based
instructional packages and a user's guide. One-hundred sixty -six

(164 high priority competencies were identified and six prototypic'
Modules and a user's guide were developed: field tested, and revised.

While six modules had been developed, many more were-needed to have
competency -based materials that would address all the important competencies
that had been' identified and verified. In September 1978 several states
joined with the National Center for Research in Vocational Education to form
the Consortium for the, Development of Professional Materials for Vocational
Education. Those states were Lllinois, Ohio, North Carolina, New York, and
Pennsylvania. The first five states were joined byFlorida and Texas later
in thefirst year. The first,objective of the Cohsortium was to develop and
field test additional competency-based administrator modules of which this is
one.

Several persons contributed td the successful 'development and field test-"
ing of this module on p 'reparing vocational education budgets. David R. Greer,
Graduate Research Associate, assumed the major resporisibility for reviewing
the literature and for preparing the actual manuscript. Special recognition
also goes to Dale Baughman, JVS 'District Superintendent, Montgomery County
JVSD, Clayton, Ohio, who helped Conceptualize the module and prepared draft-
materials for the manuscript; and to Walter Hack, Professor, Academic Faculty.
of Educational Administration, The Ohio State University, Columbus,, Ohio, who
_helped conceptualize the module, review draft materials, and coordinate its
development with the three other modules dealing with financial matters.

iii
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INTRODUCTION

What does a budget mean to you? Is it synonymous with an annual attack'
of anxiety, an encounter with rising prices and dwindling resources, quarrels
with staff wanting more than their fair share of a too-small pie, and repeated
tooputational trials that never seem to come out right? Is a budget, the final
part of a proposal that, you always put off until the last minute? These and
other negative feelings about the common task of budgeting are not-unusual.
flowever, it is possible for you to cultivate a positive approach to this sub.:
ject, and one.way to attain this feeling is to understand the concept of a
budget more deeply, and to acquire some, practice applying a few basic princi-
ples in a simple setti.ng.

This module should help in all these' respects. By reading the materials
presented here, and by completing the various activities, you.will recognize
that a budget is actually just a good plan, one that is'set in financial
terms. It reflects the outcome, of a "creative tension" or dialogue between'
(1)'desired products or ,outcomes, and (2) the resources needed to fuel the
activities that bring aboUt these outcomes. The budget is a device tftat
performs several functions for you as you plan and administer a vocationaj
education program. These functions include projecting revenue needs, refleci-
in0 priorities, describing_programs, controlling expenditures, and facilitat-
Ina (or living structure to) your evaluation efforts. This module contains
information and activities designed to help you understand this close rela-
tionship between planning and budgeting.

You can benefit from this module regardless of your administrative role
'a or level within yOur institution. AlthOugh'*most of the'examples will relate
to institution-level activities, they will usually apply to department-,
area-, or program...level activities as well. Regardless of your role - -which
might be that of a decision-maker (s.uch as a dean, superintendeht, or direc- .

tor), a person requesting money (instructor, prograM coordinator, department
chairperson), or a supporting staff member (business Manager, systems analyst, '

:institutional researcher)--this module should help you become a moire willing,
eaber, and competent participator in the budgeting process.

Three other modules in this series fit particularly WeliC-vi.i.thithismodule
(see graphic that follows), but they need not be studied at the same time,.or
as prerequisites. The module Develop Local Plans for2yocational'Education:
Part II deals in considerable detail with how to generate 4fernatiqe Rlans
and select 'the best ones. Obtain Financial Support is related-to the ways
in whiCh the,needed:resources are secured, whether by taxes, subsidy, tui-
tion, grants, or contracts. 'Finally, Manage the Purchase of Equipment, Sup-
plies, and Insurance helps the, administrator learn how to spend money wisely, ,

especially how to purchase materials or services economically and use them
conservingly.

0>
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ESTABLISH INSTITUTIONAL
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Module Title: Dqvelop
Local Plans for Voca-

, tional Education. Part A,

RAISE REVENUE FROM LOCAL
AND ,GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES

Module, Obtain
Finan.oial Support

ALLOCATE RESOURCES TO
SUPPORT INSTITUTIONAL-PLANS

Module Title Prepare
Vocational Education Budgets

EXPEND RESOURCES TO
ACQUIRE NEEDED MATERIALS

Moale Title Manage the
Purchase of Equipment,
Supplies, and Insurance

,

.
CONCEPTUAL RELATI94HIPS OrTHIS IND
THREE OTHER ADMINISTRATOR MODULES

.f.
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Module Structure and Use

.This module contains'an introduction and four sequential learning experi-
nces. Overviews; which precede each learning experience, contain the

o ectives for each experience and a brief description of what the learning
experience involves.

.- , (-,--

---7. -71'."-' ------7..914.T.- -mrlw.,77,,,,rrtrin,,,r.--- -..,1Objectives Terminal Objective:. While working in an actual 'administra-'1
tive situation, prepare vocational education budgets. Your

tiperformince
will be assessed'by your resource person using

tle "Administrator Performance Assessment Form;"-pp. 93-96.
(learning Experience IV) ...

/

, - A
,...N. ,4. 4 i 2.',A.:;:"..::.a. ..00:61.0,411

EnablingObjectives:

1. After completing the required reading, review given bud-
get estimates for accuracy and completeness. (Learning
Experience I)

2. After completing the required reading, critique the per-
formance of an administratgr in a given case sttAly in

deciding among budget' proposals, and select the better
from two provided to you. (Learning Experience II)

3. After completing the required reading; analyze given
budget data, and recommend needed budget revisions based
on that-analysis. (Learning Experience III)

Resources A list of the outside resources, that supplement those con-
tained within the module follows. Check with your resource
person (1) to determine the availability and the location
of'these resources, (2) to locate additional references
specific to yo,v situation, and,,(3) to get assistance in
setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled
administrators. e

t

Learning Experience I

. Optional

REFERENCE: Cheek, bagan M. Zero-Base Budgeting
Comes of Age. New York, NY: AMACOM, 1977.

REFERENCE: Chuang, Ying Co. "Zero Based Budgeting
for Vocational Education." American Vocational
Journal. 3 (April *1977): 24-26.

REFERENCE: Harvey, 1. JaMes. Zero-Base Budgeting
Washington, DUOIMcMAnis Associates, 1978.

3
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REFERENCE: Oil) Board of Regents. Program'Budget-

ing: Two Year Colleges. Columbus, OH: Ohio Board of.

Regents, 1973.

REFERENCE: Weisohadle, David. "Why You'll Be Hear-
ing More About Zero-Base Budgeting, and What YoU
Should Know About It.". American School 'Boart Journal.

164 (September 1977): 33-34. e
)

Learning Experience II

No outside resources

Learning Experience III
\

No outstt4 r.e.;hrces 1

Learning Experience IV

Required

AN ACTUAL ADMINISTRATIVE SITUATION in which, as part
of your'duties, you can prepare vocationakeducation
budgets.

A RESOURCE PERSON to assess your competen6, in
preparing vocational education budgets.

Selected TernIs Administrator--refers to a member of the secondary or post-
secondary administrative team,. This generic term, except
where otherwise specified,' refers to the-community college'

i president, vice- president, dean, 0.-director; or to the'
secondary school principal, director, or superintendent.

Board -- refers to the secondary or postsecondary'eacattonal
governing body. Except where otherwise specified, the term
"bgard" is used to,refer to a board of education;and/Ora
board of trustees.

Institution--refers to a seconda'ry or post econdary educa-
tional agelicy. Except waere.otherwisja, s-geci ied, this

generic term is used to refersynonymaslyto secondary
schools, secondary vocat'ional.schools, areas vocational

) schools, community colleges, postsecondary vocationaland
teOnical schools, and trade slots.

4
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)Resource Persoq--refers to the professional educator who is
,,y directly responsible for guiding and help/09 you plan and

carry ouryoup professional development program.

Teacher/Instructor--these terms are used interdhangeably to
'refer to the person who is teaching or instructing students

. in a secondary'or postsecondary educational institution.

User's Guide

A

.6

For information that 4. common to.all modules, such as.
procedures for module use, organization of modules, and

Aefinitions of terms,you should refer to the following
supporting dOeument:

Guide to UsingCompetency-Based Vocational Education
Administrator Materials. Columbus, OH: The Center for
Vocational Education, The Ohio State Uniyersity, 1977.

2

This module addresseg'task statement numbers 155-160 from R6bert E.-Norton
et .a.,The Identification and National Verification,of Competencies Impor-
tanttNtolSecondary and Post - Secondary Administrators of Vocational Education

(COlumbdS, OH:)- The Center for Vocation-a17-EduCatjoa,- The Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1977). The 166 task statementOm this document,,-Which were verified
as important, forrilthe research base'-for the,NdtAnal Center's competency- '4'

based administrator module development.,

5
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Activity.

Ce.

Optional
%Activity

4%I

1

Learning Experience I

- OVERVIEW

.after completing the required reading, review given et,
estimates for accuracy and completeness.

. .

\

You will be reading the information sheet, "What' Is a Budget
and What Is Your Role in Its Preparation?" pp. 9-35.

,You may wish to read one or more of the fol 1 owi ng -suppl emenL
try references: - Cheek, .Zero=Base Budgeting Comes of Age;
Chuang, "Zero' Based Budgeting for Vocation'al Eduction,"
American Vocational Journal ; Harvey, Zero-Base Budgeting;
Ohio Board of Regents, Pro,gram Budgeting: Two Year Col -
legerand/or tpeischadle, "Why You'll Be Hearing More About
7FT-Base Budgeting, and 'What You -Should Know About It,"
American}ichool Board ,Journal .

You will be reading the "Case Situation," p. 37,43, study-
ing the two sample budget estimates, identifying deficien-
cies in the estimates, and providing additional or corrected
information as necessary..

4

)*

You will be evaltiating 'your competency in reviewing budget
estimates four accuracy and completenesS by comparing your
corrected estimates with the "Model. Corrections.," pp. 45-46.

4



Activity For information about 'how the budget fits into your insti-
tution's overall structure, how to estimate the inconjg and
expense figures it contains, and the role of various persons

.

in preparing four types of budgets, read the following infor--
mat-ion sheet.

WHAT IS A BUDGET AND WHAT IS YOUR ROLE
IN ITS PREPARATION?

4

A budget is a plan set in financial terms. pne mental image that might
help you remember the three basic elements of a budget is a triangle. The
.three sides o4 this tria*e (see sample 1) represent the three elements of-
educational budgeting: the education plan (desired outcomes),,the spending
plan (proposed activities and materials,to be used to achieve the outcomes),
and the revenue plan (ways to obtain resources by which you can finance the
activities and materials). This model will appear ofterl. throughout the
module.

4

SAMPLE 1

-7: THE BUDGET TRIANGLE
''7,4"..te"`

1/14'
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AN ..-4
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You are probably already familiar with the budgeting process through

working with your own hOusehold budget. At first glance, such a budget is

merely a listing of what portion of the monthly income is tp be expended for

each of several financial commitments: house and cal,' payments', food, insur-

ance; and taxes (so-called fixed expenses); clothing, furniture, education",

vacation, entertainment, gifts, and so on (discretionary expenSes); and--if

you're fortunate--some funds set/aside in savings.

You didn't arriveat'these allocations in an arbitrary fashidn, did you?

Most likely, you-and your family had decided on certain things that you wanted

to accomplish in the future (just'like an education plan) and deliberately ti

.arranged Your spending patterns Sthespending plan) to fit these desired f

'accomplishments. A decision to travel to Europe, for example, is no planat

all until you take steps to provide.the (extensive) funding that the trip

requires (the revenue*plan, completing the triangle). Conversely, it wouldn't

make much sense to alldcate "5 percent for the stock market"'if you di 't. 1

have a broker, didn't understand the market, and weren't sure if you sflould be

dabbling in thiS type of investment. Abudget is meaningless without a plan

to shape it, and a plan is an empty promise unless it is supported by a' budget

showing how you will use your resources to accomplish the plan's objectives.

In this.information sheet, we will discuss some of the
%
basics of educa-

tional budgeting, including the folloWing:

How budgeting fits into the total organizatior6and affects its struc-

ture, goals, personnel, and planning activitlel"

Who does what with a budget and where your role fits in

:'What specific techniques exist for estimatfAg and calculating income

(revenue) and expenses, in several categories

What four main types.of budgets you will be working with

The Budget and Its Institutional Neighbors
4p

The budgeting process and the completed budget are integral elements of
the organizational structure and operation and cannot be understood completely

without being related to this context. The broadest setting within'which the

budget must be placed is that of the state educational system. The state

legislature--through the education department or higher education coordioat-

trig agency, or through the state auditor, or both--often will prescribe the

form that must be followed in preparin a budget proposal or report. To the

extent that variation is allowed, lo board or administrative policj, (or

tradition) )i11 have further *elope specific framework for, the various

budget documents (e.g., proposals, sum es, reports, appropriation, and
listings)..The'result is that you'don't have to dream up the budget formats

.
from scratch-7just.lOok at'last year's, or consult a state department refer-

ence guide, or adapt asample.2.

.

1, 10
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SAMPLE 2

TYPICAL BUDGET FORMAT FOR A SECONDARY VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Income

I.
Local tax funds (va,uation x millage rate = )

State: foundation" reimburSement

a. Salaries
b. RetireraentTnd sick'dleave

c. Extended service,'

d. Travel'

3. Tuit n

a. y students

.b. dult education

ma.

.

$

-4. .Farm (ng operations

5. 4gterest or deposits

6. Aiseelleneousstudentfees

7. Other income ,

TOTAL ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE

Expenditures
.,

:

I. Personnel s vicessalaries and wages .

a. Admonist florasuperintendent, treasurer, board

b. lotructi n-- principal, supervisors, teachers

c. Cbordinat dlauxiliary services-- nurses, librarians, oMdia technicians

d. Plant ope ationscoordulator, janitors
t

e. Maintenance -- repairmen, groundskeepers

f. SpeCial servicestutors, lecturers, attorneys
k

g. Other
:

)

2. Supplies
,

a. Textbooks
b. Libraryperlocicals, books, newspaperf

Audioyisual software '.

d. Supplemental materials

e. Other

3. Equipment and replacements

a. Office furniture

b. Motor vehitles

c. Instructional

d. Recreational

e. Maintenance and custodial

4. .Coilract and service

5. Fixed charges

a. Insurance -- hospitalization, life, casualty, liability

b. Retirementteachers, employees .°

4. Workers' Compenshtion

d. Auditing
e. Elections

f. Unemploy-4nt

g. Student activities

h. Other i
0

T. Debt service
a. Payment on principal.

b. Payment on interest

TOTAL GENERAL FAD EXPENDITURES

1' '..
4L



However, the technical layout of the budget documents is not the most
significant aspect of budgeting. What is important--to you, to your institu-
tion, and to your community of citizens, students, and faculty--is the entire
planning process., The education plan--the institution'Toverall mission,

-goals, and objectives--is the focirlOint, but it religs on resources to make

it woric:- Educational planning and budgeting are part of a single process--

interrelated and interactive. The budget grows out of, and provides the sup-

.
port for, your educational plans.

While you are developing ambitious_ educational plans, you need to be
aware of whether you have the resources at hand to make these plans come true.
If you are trying to decide between two, three, or many competing plans, you
need to know hoWemuch each one costs, or more importantly, how much each plan
yields in the way of results for a given level of investment. While you are

deciding,to whom ybu'll give scarce resources, you will want to remind your-
self of the overall aims of your institution, and the particular role'that
each receiving department is to play in attaining,those objectives.

In ,addition, you can hardly expect the public to provide your institution
with funds if you haven't developed--and announced--what goals you hope to
attain listrigthese funds. You would not expect the board or chief .administra-
tor to grant funds to this program or that department withOut some idea of how

*c those funds will be used. It is for this reason that each subordinate part of
the institution (1) has its own, albeit smaller, education plan, and (2) ,also
develops a spending plan' itwill follow to obtain those objectives.

Because of this interrelationship between planning and budgeting, it'is
important that they be developed concurrently--that goals and objectives be
developed at the same time that resource allocations are made. This does more
than result in a realistic budget and workable plans. First, it involves an

efficient use of staff time and effort. Since the people who ..are involved in '

planning and operating the institution, in cpntrollin expenditures and devel-
oping resources,,and in helping to accomplish the ins'titution's goals should

the ame ones who determine its tiudget, staff do not have to serve on,two -

differait committees or attend two sets of meetings.

Second, planning in relationship with budgeting provides a ready means
for evaluating how efficiently the recipient departments or proprams have used
their resources, and how effectively they have fulfilled their stated pur-
poses. Also, the board or administrator distributing the resources can imme-
diately explain to the providers why these allocations have been made, and
exactly what ends will be served by them.,

r'

This 4uality, or close coordination between planning and funding, is
usually reflected in official governmental.00licy. Most state education age
cies require that Koposals to gffer new curricula or degree programs be sup-
ported by tentative budgets and statements of the availability of resources.
Likewise; requests` for special public monies, such as a federal aid proposal,
require that the proposal writer state explicitly what the grantee plans to
do with the moneya.what outcomes will be realized, and What evaluation tech-
niques will be used to indicate that these goals were reached. In_addition td

12
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special ad hoc p'roposal,s, the routine, sustained activities of do institu-
tion must also be described in outcome terms--often in the form of a long-
range plan--in order for.fhe institutionto remain eligible for regular

. annual appropriations or subsidies from the public treasury.
, ,

A final thought about combined planning and budgeting. The ethergenabof
this doncept as a,routine way for'government to conduct its busineS1 has spot-
lighted two particular techniques: Planning-Programming-Budgeting Systems .

(PPBS and zero-Based Budgeting,(ZBB): PPBS, first widely publicized during
the mid-1960s, integrates m4y'of the concepts already presented here. Simply t
put% an organi'ation first determines its goals ,(the "education plan") through
planning; -next identifies the activities (programs) that can effectively reach
'these goals (a spending plan);and then budgets for those alternatives that

tt seem to use funds (acquired by folloWing a revenue plan) most efficiently to
support thoSe activities. The whole.proCess seems to-flow logically from
needs assessment (what should 'we do?)--through planning and budgeting--and
ultimately to evaluation (how wells have we done it?).

-ZBB became widely known -in the mid- 1970s. This approach assures that all
. proposals are considered on a fairiv equal basis, granting no particular

advantage to current attivities.or Musiness' as usual." Alternative ways of
accomplishing desired objectives are considered; not doing something, even
though "it's always been.done this way," is always one of the alternatives.
Likewise, conducting & current activity at only 70 percent (or 95 percent, or
whatever) of its-usual level -is another alternative. By'requiring each sepa-
rate program or activity ("decision component" is the ;BB terminology) to be
associated with its cost and consequences, it is argued that ZBB eliminates
the built-in bias for the status quo, thus'giving new program? a better chance
toreceive funds. Some organizations using this System have developed sophis-

t ticated*means of'quantifying intended results and have used complex methods'
for determining the ranking of alternatives in determining which one(s) will
be funded. This-complexity, with its attendant high levels of paperwork and
time requirements, need not characterize the ZBB approach, however. You can
use'these same ideas without following all the detailed.procedures.

The term program budgeting also has sometimes been applied to integrated
budgeting/planning/management systems. Its concepts are very similar to those
of PPBS or ZBB./ More to the,point, it involves different ways to use account-
ing data in detefiRning costs. Specifically, program budgeting and accounting
methods classify costs and revenue in terms of program objectives and outcomes
(credit hours granted, students graduated, patients attended to, automobiles
repaired, or diners fed) rather than in terms of traditional activity line

,items that actually represent inputs (e.g., personnel services, maintenance,
transportation, building and grounds).

For example, a dental hygiene program, whose outcomes include licentable'
graduates; pays all of the costs for dental instructors, special supplies, an
"special equipment. HOviever it is allocateda portion of the costs of inputs .,

such as.facilities upkeep, general94ministration, or library servicess/The
program also is charged for that portion of prerequisite or supporting Courses
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(e.g., psychology and English) taught by other departments of which its stu-

dents are "customers." In the same'fashion,fit is credited with some portion
of the tuition'or state sub§idy revenue, along with clinical fees for clean-

'ing teeth. Associating costs and income with programs in this way certainly
facilitates making the input vs. output decisions (or, what do we get for what

we give ?) that uld be part of budgetary deliberations.

In thi yAule, we will.be following many of the' principles of all

three-7PPB , UB,-and program budgeting- -even if we don't adhere to their

specific procedural details. , I

Who Does,What with the Budget

Regardless of your position or duties within the institution, You will .

likely be involved with the budgeting process in some way. And while we're on

the subject, let's understand one important fact very clearly: The business
officer (assistant superintendent or vice-president for business, or whatever
the title) is not the person with sole responsibility .forthe budget. In

fact, he or she doesn't necessarily have even a major role as far as'the plan-
ning decisions go. Whether you are a top academic administrator working with
the overall budget, or a vocational program director dealing with a specific
part of the budget, you can and should contribute much of the important infor-
mation and values needed in order for a sound budget to be developed.

Let's look at the roles of the various persons in_the organization con-
cerning the budgeting process.

Instructor. Who knows the educational needs of the student better than
the classroom instructor? This person also is aware of the time and effort
(woFk load) required to aid effective learning and is well informed about the
equipment, supplies, and facilities,that are used in the support of teaching

and learning activitie. Thus, most budget proposals and requests come from

instruc rs, or should \at least be reviewed by them. However, they cannot
have soreauthority; rather, their preferences* subject-area interests; or
"tunnel vision" must be balanced through a mutual, rational, decision-making
process.

Staff specialist. This general term is used here to include the many
professional persons that provide specialized services, usually in'the support
or nonacademic areas of the institution. These include community services;
institutional operations such as ,computers, maintenance, records, library, and
audiovisual; and student service functions such as guidance, admissions, or
placement. Persons in these areas are similar to instructors in their spe-
cialized knowledge of the activities and tools of their respective trades.
Their role in originating and checking budget Koposalsrelating to their par-
ticular areas cdrresponds is that of instructorf.

First-level supervisors. Perhaps "administrators" is a better term, but

shat we mean is someone such as a department chairperson, occupational spe-
cialty coordinator, vocational service area director, or head of a student

14



personnel office. In other words, this person is the "boss" of the staff
people mentioned earlier, or the leader of several teachers in an academic
area. These persons guide the deilopment of proposals by thNr faculty or
staff, ensure that overall department/office requirements are met, and help
strike a balance among competing requests for (probably) limited funds. In
essence, these persons prepare a vocational education budget for a department
or program, using al 1 the skills covered by this module (e.g., estimating,
decision making, expenditt17"e control, and cost computation).

Dean or director. Or vice-president or assistant superintendent. . .
of the vocational program, or academic affairs, or administration, or student
services, or whatever, depending on the setting) That is, these" people occTiPY
the next level (s) of responsibility above the supervisors described earlier
but are right below the chief administrator. Their role is like that of the
supervisors,. only One step higher and broader. They,.too, pepare budgets,
implement, and enforce them, and revise them as needed to fit into the over-
all plans and goals of the institution, as accomplished within their area of
responsibility.

President, director; or superintendent. This is the person who reports,
to the board of, education or trustees--the chief administrator. He or she
must assume overall leadership responsibility for the budgeting, process and is
ultimatel-y accountable to the board for the use of resources in reaching the
in'stitution's goal s. At this level, all the subordinate budget -pragosal s eve
collected, placed in priority order, and fUnded at the levels deemed appropri-
ate. The final' budget emerges as a recommendation to the board.- That doesn,'t
mean it' s a one-person joboPiowever. Rather, it is a process that involves
many other persons. ,

Board. As you can conclude from the preceding paragraph, this body makes
'the final budgeting decision by adopting -- either "as is" or after revising

s.hOuld
it--the budget recommended by the chief administrator. This isn't

a

slarily
a seven-person, half-hour session; more appropriately, the board
budget/finance committee that would have been involved:with the .`dministration
all along. ,

r ..

'Business officer. N3%4 we finally get to thiS" staff position. We

won!..t deny, the important role played in this. office, but it's not as al 1 -.

eficanpassing. as you may have thought. First of all, this person manages ail
office, so he orshe haS to prepare and submit a budget just like all the
Ahersupe,rviisors and administrators. The special contributions coming from
this person are i(1) information about theOnstitution's .hi story of costs and
revenues--data that everybody else needs to make intelligent estimates on
their own budg proposals, and (2) a unifopm structure -.an accounting
scheme that al ows for comparisons (a) among programs, (b) with the past,
and, (c) with 1 al, auditable requirements. ,And finally, the ultimate in

iris2, budget control s exercised here;,this is the person who can tell you how
much is yourgbudget, and who might even have to refuse to sign a
purchase order or Check if you exceed youe_ allocated amount! Even so, the
business officer oply,enforces the, spending,glan; it.was many others who
helped develop it, and who tied it to a particular education plan.

4
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Institutional research/planning officer.. Many other titles could apply

here; some institutions don't even have such an official. Primarily, a person.

in this capacity develops and provides information about nonmoftetary, but
often quantifiable or measurable, aspects of the institution's activities.
Planningi.course.evaluation, community surveys, benefit analysis, enrollment
projections, program innovations, productivity studies, manpower trends, and
similar activities or data are the products of this office. This infOrmation

can help ,you or your budget committee in preparingd evaluating budgets.
Remember, though, this office, like the business -of 'ce, merely provides you
with information and staff support. You, not they, havettig,prerogative ifor
deciding among alternative education Tns at your level.

-A

Estimating Revenues

Maybe you feel unprepared for forecasting the income for your department,
p oject, or institutip during the next year. And who could ever make a five-

ear prediction, right? Relax! You'd be surprised at how much help is

le when you take on this task, and it's a good thing. After all, without a

reasonable estimate of your resources, it certainly would be difficult to

.decide what levels of activities could be supported. That's why we'll start

with revenue cal,dulations (the adding part) and wait a little while for the ,

material on estimating expenditures (the subtracting-until-you-end-up-with-
zero-again part).

a

What are some of these aids to your estimating process? They include

state formulas, worksheets, subsidy schedules, tax tables, and historical

rejrds. Let's look at them systematically, dealing first with institution-
wide fjnances.

Funding for secondary schools. In the case of public schools, the pri-
thary sources of funding are local taxes (usually based on property value) and

state aid or subsidy. (See sample 3 for the revenue sources of a typical

school systdm.) The tax revenue depends, in turn, on two factors: the rate

and'the base, If your district is supported by property taxes, you,can con-
suit your city auditor, county auditor, or county schools office to learn,what

the millage rate is. While you're there, ascertain the assessed value of -the

taxable property in your district. For-example, thd homes, businesses, indus-

tries, utility 'installations, and so on, your community might have been

assigned a value of $400 million. If your tax rate is five "mill-sIL (five-

tenths of 1 percent, or $5 per $i,900 of property value), then your tax reve-

nue is .005-x 400,000,000, or $2
1

Of course,this estimate iS accurate only for the immediate future. The

millage rate can be changed by the board, by a county commission, or by the
voters (laws vary from state to state); and the taxed valuation can be altered

by reappraisal and general economic conditions. The local and state chambers

of c merce and governmental economic development offices can give, you esti-

mate on the latter factors.
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SAMPLE 3

7-7 TYPICAL REVENUE SOURCES FOR A SECONDARY VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.

-a

4r
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If yours is a secondary area/joint vocational school , your funding might
come via the feeder schools or be allocated by a county budget commissidn. In
addition to the calculations just described, then, you will need to learn the .

allocation rationale or the political considerations that influence these di
tribution decisions.

The other big piece of the income pie for public schools is state fund-ing. Schdmes varyamong the states, but usually the allocation ,depends at
least on the Ropulation, or census, of students in, the system, multiplied by
some factor that can vary as a function of either local. lax effort or the.spe-,

cial needs of certain categories of students..

Funding for postsecondary inWtutionS.' At the'postsecondary level,
some institutions; such,,as community colleges, receive local support (see
sample 4). Al so, the state provides a subsidy based, again, oie some for-
mula or set of factors, multiplied by the nuiriber of students or "full-time ,
equivalent student" (FTE). FTE is usually cal cui ated ,by adding ,up (aggregat
ing) the total number of credit, hours the students are signed up for-(e.g.,
30,000 semester, credit hourt) and dividing by some, standard factor (if it

4.is 15 hours per FTE, then 30,000 hours 4,15 = 2,00.6 FTE),. Or, students , ......,,,,

' IImay becategorized according to type of program, since some curricula involve
higher expenditure amountsper FTE.' '

, ... ; li rThe other primary source of fundin for postsecondary institutions is

1 imits. Multi ply this rate by the expec_ed determine

tuition. The rate is usually set by the board, perhaps within state-imposed
number or students to

s
.

tuition income.

Enrol lment.projections,. The previous di scusstan_ introduces ,aproblem
area known .as; enrollment pro4e tions. The process is not ,as ;easy. as it was 145
years ago. Then a postsecondary administrator could just° 1 ocate -the demogra-
phic ;data on population levels by age, or number of students gradbatingtfrom
high schools in a service area, and multiply by a known, and stable, atien-40
dance rate. ,

,
Unfortunately for you, the predictor, things are a bit fess predictable

now. For one thing, going on to some kind Of college isno.longer 'a foregone,
conclusion for high schobl graduates. They now fade many alternatives (someof them very attractive) such as industrial jobs, itilitary seNice, special-
ized training, and apprenticeship progrdpis. ,Also, there is no4 a wider vari,
ety of postsecondary education opportunities available, such as-occupational ,

general, pretransfer baccalaureate, preprofessional , and the 1-ike. On the
other .hand, greater numbers' of "nontraditional," students enter, or .return to,
education at older,,ages, after marriage, whilj still employed full-time, or on
only an intermittent basis. All these phenomena make the "%predictian formula"
very complicated.

- e

How can you maste 'it? You can study trends, including the -current
experience of your-own nstitution (see sam:IFTT, that of nearby or similar
tinstitutions, patterns of demography such as local in- and out-migration, orbirth and marriage rates. Indices of local or Statd economic activity will

vi
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TYPICAL REVENUE SOURCES FOR POSTSECONDARY' INSTITUTIONS
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SAMPLE 5

COMPARING ADMISSIONS/REGISTRATION PROGRESS DATA

Many postsecondary institutions compare the progress of admissions or
registrations from year to year as anaid to making enrollment predictions.

FirSt of all, it is necessary for the admissions'office or registrar to,
count completed applications or registration forms at fixed, frequentinter-
vals.' Then, tabular reports showing thete data on a cumulative basis should
be prepared.' As of August 20, 1979, such a table might look like'this: f,

Total Applications Received by Two-Week Period for 1977, 1978,,1979

dulC/ /,-15.

July 16-31
Aug. 1-15

Aug. 16-31

I,

1977 1978 1979

400 350 .,300
.

450 400 350

500 475 425

550 550'

(1% I

,

To aid your interpretation of these data, you should plot them as line
.graphs on the same sheet of paper. By comparing the shape of the'graphs, and

- their relative positions, you can.make an "educated guess",regarding the
ultimate enrollment level. ,

CD

r

ic 556
-

, . x
w

,,
,500

° .CD

x450
Ax

,, -

400. x/'''-------x

® .- --
- _350 x-- --

'X
/' </

\ . f 300
C)

x--'
., IF.

1 , i I 1

. . -July 1-15 July 16-31 Avg..1-15 Aug. 16-31

Time Period

1

1977

'-= 1978

=

=4979 .(kn'own)

1979 (projedted)

O

.

This graph shows a) thatthe 1977 admissions climbed evenly (50 every
two-week period) to reach an ultimate levelsof 0 550. The 1978 admissions
had cD lagged behind comparable 1977 periods by 50, but ® surged upward
during'August to reach thee' same final total of 550. .

/ .
.

Now it appears that the 1979 figures are also surging in August, ®
4

parallel to 1978; but, since they are consistently below 1978 data by 50,
then the projected end figure will beA o only 500.

.4
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1

give clues about the employment picture. In addition, don't ignore the fact
that your institution can affect its attendance rate somewhat by enhancing its
Krutational quality, clearly' definirig and publicizing its role, targeting'its

recruitment efforts to specific groups of prospective students, offerihg voca-
tional programs that serve particular local needs, and implementing public ,

information and community involvement programs. .-

These same principles apply to the administration of high-School-level
vocationa programs, whether in comprehensiVe high schools,or area vocational

schools. As the administrator, you still have the problem of determining what
portion of students will choose to enroll-in vocational education programs.
Furthermore, you can also'influence student decisions and predict them--to

e degree.'

Perhaprthe best way to take all these factors into account simitta-
neously is (J) to use the pastyear's enrollment as'a baseline, and then
(2) to adjust it up or down.by increments using each factor in turn (see sam-
ple 6). The.percentage figures used there.are hypothetical; you should derive
your own by consulting local officals, statewide statistics, and expert opin-
ions of staff and advisory committee members.

These projected enrollments will be very useful in other planning sit-
uations, too, especially in estimating space and facility requi'rements,

1
developing master schedules of classes, predicting future faculty needs, or
calculating likeliutilization of new equipment.. r .

cOther funding. Regardless of the type or .level of your institution, you

° should also consider other sources of revenue besides local taxes, general
State aid, and tuition. For example, most federal- and sow stW-aid funds
(for example, transportation or special education) re avallable/to you in

)

some degree, but these usually are based on (1), the applicability of certain
criteria, and (2) your submission of an appLi4tion Still other.aid programs

volve grants that are decided through competition, and you must state you'r
Case throtigti an application or proposal clearly setting forth why -you.deserve
the grant and how you propose to use it. Then, too, other funding from out-
side sources (foundations, assoc-iaWons, businesses, or industries, as well as

local, state, and federal governments) often consists of contractual arranger
ments.- Your proposal indicating how you will use the money to provide the
desired product or service is a crucial element fn securing-such contracts.
As you might suspect, or already know most of these proposals require a bud-
get section. I.

Gifts from private sources -- including alumni, individuals; philanthro7
pic organizations, and local firms- -are also available to secondary and

1. For more information concerning how an institution can increase its'

enrollment, you may wish to refer to Promote the Vocational Education Program
and Manage Student Recruitment and Admissions, part of the, Competency -Based
Vocational Education Administrator Module Series. (Columbus, OH: The NatiOnal

Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1981).

t
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.___SAMPLE 6

ENROLLMENXPROJECTION USING SUCCESSIVE APPLICATION OF
W1CREMENTAL ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

., (numbers rounded to nearest 5)

Current year enrollment (baseline)
; now

10%

.,1,000

100Net community /district population _growthvadd

Dec 1 i ne *ill student me group = subtract 5%

Effect of more active recruiting and informati
program -`add 4%

1,100

1,045

+ 85
1137

Effect of higher student tuition, 1 ab , 'or tool
.casts--subtract 4% - 45 .

Need of new industry for trained workers irk skills
taught by your institution - -add 60

(Vet ,loss of students, from di scontinued program
. iri accounting =- subtract 20

.
4 f

Final adjusted projection for next year

1,085

+ 6Q

1,145

- 20

1,125

NOTE: Be careful to appiy 'general , percentage factors first (those applying
to the overall po ulation , economy, 'or institutiOTTEchanges) ; then
consider specific e fects (either percentages or raw numbers).

44.
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postsecondary schools involved in vocational education. You don't have to be

at Harvard or Cal Tech to seek these endowments, real estate transfers, equip-

ment donatibns, library contributions, or even alumni dues.

The problems with grants, contracts, and gifts are at least threefold:
their amount is difficult to predict accurately, theeir funds are restricted to
only certain types of expenditures or activities, and they must be regarded as

oonrecurring. In other words, using funds of this type to balance &budget--

or relying on them to meet routine, annual operating. costs- -can amount to
deficit spendiAl. In fact, programs or personnel pollitions funded.by such

resources are often referred to in slang as "soft -money" projects or jobs.

Beware of your,reliance on'them, unless you have (l)' a long, stable record of
funding from certain established sources, (2) highly placed friefts in the
state and national capitals, and (3) your own oil wells on the grounds.'

Miscellaneous sources of revenue--perhaps smeller in amount, b1,4400re
predictabfe--ntight include lease income from institutional properties (Crop-

land or houses), interest on cash reserves, fee collections for various'public
serviced activities (clinics, food service, craft shops), noncredit course and
workshop.registratton'charges, or rental of rooms and gyms/auditoriums for

community events. In most of these cases, recent records will provide the
best basis for estimating income levels in the near future. .

Departmental revenue. So far, you've been learning just about types of

revenue available to the entire institution. If your level of interest or

responsibility lies at a lower level (e.g., department, program, or special-
ized staff office), you might wonder how to calculate the size of your "slice"

-of this pie. There is only one direct, measurable factor you can use--if the
institution- recognizes it--and that is enrollment. This is especially true in

postsecondary organizations where so much of the funding is based on student-
FTE-count multiplied by subsidies..of different levels, depending on the typi-
cal cost of edUcating a student in a given curriculum.

For examplqi, in Ohio, the state subsidy fop "Technical Level III" is
$3,500 per FTE.` Therefore, the director of a dental hygiene program in ,a com-
munity college can calculate tha,1Z5 students, each taking 12 hours of dental

hygiene subjects (aggregate of 300 ours, or 20 FTE), will "earn" 20 x $3,500

or $70,000 in revenue. mote that this director cannot count the five hours of

English composition taken by each student. That's the English department

chairperson's "money," worth only $2,100 per FTE (General4Studies,I rate),
or a total Of 317,500 (5 x 25 = 125; 125 4 15 = 8.33,FTE; 8.33 x 2,100 =

$17,500). This English chairperson can also count up the money "earned" by
the engineering students, and the accounting students, and so on, attending

these same classes in composition. In like fashion, tuition income (usually
assessed_at a uniform rate, regardless of the student's program) can be
assigned on a pro-rata basis to the departments offering the instruction.

Please note,,howeyer, that not all institutions recognize the earning of

income by departriltnts o. programs. (Accountants use the useful term cost

centers, but that term can include income as well as outgo.) What'hiflUst

"te-Fd--escribedc is a rudimentary type of program accounting, and you should be
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able to see th t this analysis of income can help you determine what por-
tions of the overall institutional revenue could.be ascribed to the programs
for which you are accountable.

a

In many capes, the revenue from grants, gifts, or contracts is, ily'its
very nature, ascribable to` only the department or program, that prepared the °

proposal or conducts the specified activity. Usually, this "soft money" must
go into.a "restricted fund" and be spent strictly according to its respective
budget. You may also be administering similar restricted funds (not part of
the general fund pool) for food service, bookstore, scholarship, adult educa-
tion, and other operations.

It is understandably more difficult to decide how to distribute general,
noncategorical revenue arising from taxes or unrestricted gifts. On the other
hand, certain grant or contract earnings may rave been secured solely because
of a project or activity directed by you, and yoll can reasonably expect that
most of these funds (minus a fair deduction for administrative and support
services provided by the institution) could be estimated exclusively within
"your" revenue category. The same is true of private gifts that have a
restricted purpose (e.g.,. a local industry's gift of $10,000, half of which is
to go for the rental of a minicomputer, and the other half as financial aid to
students in data processing courses).

In short, if you wants any more money, you'll have to shpw why ypur area,
and not another, deserves it. Let us move on to the subject of expenses.'

Estimating Expenditures

This is no time for you to become unduly anxious about your possible lack
of experience or expertise in this technical area. Some of the same types of
assistance as were discussed in the revenue estimation section are available
here also. For example, you can always look at examples of (1) how expendil
ture estimates were derived at your institution or another institution last
year, or perhaps (2)/how they nped.to be arranged to meet state requirements.
(There probably is a handbook on state-mandated classification of accounts to
help you.) Furthermore, this module should help yOu at least to organize your
thinking,. if hot lay out your estimate sheet.

You may classify expenses into at least three categories: personnel
services, equipment, and 'Operating expenses. Sometimes a fourth catego6,--
contirigency funds:..-is added. Another way is to think of some expenses as
dit4ctly associated with a program, while others are related only indiredtly;
that is, they are associated with a higher level office or supporting area,
and your area is just part of the expense. Also, costs can be fixed, or they
can vary depending on the amount of activity or number of persons involved.
Each bf these categories will be explained in the next few pages.

Regardless of the category, you',can apply some of the same techniques of
estimation. One of the easiest, but least reliable, is to take last year's
figures, tack on 8 percent (or 12 percent, or 18 percent) for inflation, throw
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4,

in a "fudge factor" for safety's -sake (it's g6od tactics to overestimate
expenses and -underestimate revenue), and add up the result. However, there'w
may not have been d similar expenditure last year, and price increases aren't

. always constant.

Another technique is to consult,perOns who have experience with the
product or service whose cost you are estimating: Be careful, though, if your
consultant happens also to be a vendor. ,Be doubly sure that your request for
a ball-park price estimate is not construed as a solicitation for a bid or

,. indication of intent to,buy.

A source of cost estimation that never misunderstands your intent is a
catalog. It can show you the entire range of models, -options, and combina-
tions of equipment or supplies, often with illustration . You still need to
be careful that the prices quoted therein are reasonabl accurate. They are
subject to being raised, ocourse, but they. might also e extensively dis-
countable.

One way, in fact, for your institution to enjoy Lowe' prices for equip-
ment and supplies is to organize or join a purchasing con ortium. Thisis a
group of institutions (for example, all state-assisted tec nical colleges in a
slate,- or all area vocational schools in a region) who poo their purchasing
needs: Because of the high volume of business they repres nt, they often can

"attract bids from more vendors, induce competition, and thus negotiate con-
tracts offering significant discounts and favorable terms.

Cost categories. Let's look Ow at each .of the specific cost categories.
First of all, personnel services might comprise as much as 60 to 70 percent

. of your entire budget. Not only wages and salaries, but also the costs of
fringe benefits and the employer's share of payroll taxes and retirement-fund
contributions, are included in. this category. Some of these items might be
estimated at a fW rate (unemployment insurance or health plan), while others-

1W vary proportionall with the salary (taxes, retirement). Still other costs
occur at an indeterminate rate (the extent to which an employee takes advan-

' tage of tuition assistance, for example). A rule of thumb is to add about
) 20 percent to an employee's salary for these costs. That is, an instructor

receiving a' salary of $10,000 actually "costs" the institution $12,000.
,

The costs of: al 1 employees -- faculty, administrators, librarians, siipport

staff such 4i§ clerical and custodial workers, and consultants--areincluded in
the personnel services category: The amount paid each,will be based on the pay
scale or collective bargaining agreement, and it will change as each person
accumulates seniority, earns new credits or degrees,, or is promoted. Further-.
more, the profile of the, work force might change as senior faculty or employ-
ees retire and 'young, new staff are hi red at lowerosalaries.

Besides the cost ()teach employee, yOu also need to estimate the 'number
oremployees needed. Your measure here is "work load." An obvious example
is based on number of classes taught. If an instructor is expected to teach
four sections of electronics repair, and the student enrollment requires six
such sections,'then,you need 1.5 FTE (the full-time equivalent concept again)
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instructors. The "half" instructor could be a part-time employee, or a full-

time instructor with a split assignment (e.g., assigned to teach both elec-
tronics repair and basic science courses). Sample 7 shows some work-load

factors used by the Washington Community College system for work-load/staff-

ing estimation.

The second category, equipment, includes items--such as-apparatus, fur-
niture, machines, vehicles--that are not-consumed during use and have an

extended Life span. These items are easily found in catalogs, but they vary
consideribly in price,'features, quality, and other attributes. If they are

purchased, you need to consider not only-their initial cost but also any asso-

ciated necessary expenses. By this, we mean, repair, fuel, insurance, and
operating supplies such as paper, drill bits, or lubricants (most of which

will fall under the "operating" category).

Also, a purchase involves a loss due to depreciation and it may require
amortization (long-term payment or accoChting), which involves the payment of

interest. An alternative, then, would be rental or lease of the equipment,
whereby the owner pays for. maintenance and capital costs. This is commonly

done with computing and copying equipment, and it is worth considering for

vehicles. Also available are maintenance contracts or "buyer protection
plans," which can be included in the purchase price and budgeted for in the

equipment category.

We have already noted some elements of the third category: operating

expenses. In general, this category includes consumablesUpplies, mainte-
nance, minor articles (wastebaskets, pencil sharpeners), energy sources,
telephone service, and postage. Sample 8 shows some of these specific items

in an organized way. This list may be exhausting in its length, but it's not
exhaustive; we haven't thought of everything, so be sure to add to this list
yourself,deperlding on your particular situation!

iA fourth category is contingency funds. This is an unallocated reserve- -

the
/ .

difference between the revenue estimate and the specific expenditure esti-

mates cited above. It also functions as,a cushion--a source of funds to be
transferred later in the year to any of the other three areas that suffer
unexpected depletions, or tq be used to take advantage of unforeseen.oppor-

tunities requiring additional,funcis.

Don't give yourself too big a cushion, however. By withholding too large

a reerve, you, in effect, restrict the'funds available to planned activities,
and you could end the year with underexpenditures, reflecting too little sup-

'port)Tor your intended goals aid objectives. A reasonable maximum for contin-

gencies is 2 to 5 percent of the entire budget. Some states do not allow any

continge cy allocation at all.

tur
cos

exam
fixe

Cost .ehaviors. As you've een reading and thinking about these expendi-
ay have occurred to ou that costs "behave" differently. Some

t the same level (the purchase of a mimeograph machine, for
ardless of ho0 much you use the item. Accountants call this a

her costs, such as postage, vary in exact proportion to the

s, it
s stay

le), re
cost.
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SAMPLE 7

WORK-LOAD FACTORS

(numbers rounded to nearest whole number)

Several states and institutions use coefficients (multiplying factors) to determine the number of feiculty,
administrative.land support personnel needed, based ,on number of students, books, buildffig square feet, grounds
acreage,. numberoof employees, and so on.

Listed below are several such figures, adapted from those used by the Washington State Board for Community
CollegeS. An illustrative computation has been canpleted based on a hypothetical institution having 3,000 stu-
dents, 90 faculty; 100,000 books in its library (plus 1,000 new ones each year); 200,000 square feet of build-
ings; 4 acres of flowers, arboretum, and shubbery; and 64 acres of general lawns or atnletic fields.

Academic Support. Library and Learning Resources 6nter

Base staff: 2

',Acquisitions: .001 x no. of new books (1,000)
4.-1 Circulation assistance: -.6003 x no. of students (3,000)

Audiovisual tecnnicians: .02 x no. of faculty (90)

Sample
Computation

2

1

1

2

TOTAL (1/3 professional, 2/3 support) 6 (2, 4)

Student SeivICeS Admissions, Counseling, Placement, Records, etc.

Base staff.' 10 10
Increments: .007 x no. of students (3,000) 21

TOTAL (50% clerical, 42X professional, 8% administration) 31 (16, 13, 2)

Plant Operations

Janitoval: .00005 x sq. ft. (200,000) 10
Groundskeepers: .25 x acres of flowers/groves (4) 1

.03 x acres of fields, open lawns (64) 2
Security: .00002 x sq. ft. (200,000) 4

.0005 x no. of students (3,000) 2
Maintenance:- Use historical/experience rates since

maintenance depends on age, automation, etc. 6

Subtotal 25

Allowance for supervision, absences (vacation, sick leave): .14 x subtotal 4

TOTAL 29

Institutional Support:
A

Cashier/bursar: 1 1'1
Purchasing. .015 x no. of facul't'y (90) 1

Base payroll staff:. 1 1
Increments: .002 xL (1o. of total staff (150) ' 0

Subtotal 3

Budgeting, accounting, reporting 2 x subtotal 6
Base administrative staff: 4 . 4
Increment: .003 x no.'of students (3,000) 9

2

TOTAL ..
22

a

SOURCE: Budget 'Models (Olympia, WA: Washington State Board for Community
College Education, 1978), pp. IV-1 to VII-8. ED 1658814
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SAMPLE 8

SOME TYPICAL LINE ITEMS IN THE "OPERATING" COST CATEGORY

Instruction - related: P1 ant/Faci 1 i ty-related :

Textbooks

Library (periddi cal i , books,
newspapers)

Audiovisual software (films
and tapes, not projectors or
recorders)

Supplemental printed materials

Computer rental

Student transportation

Personnel -rel ated :

Trav'el

Professional conference fees.

Administration - related:

Tel ephone

Postage

Copier rental , per copy charge's

Pa ply, forms

Advertising

Election costs

Auditor's fees

Office suppl id§

28

Water

El ectricity

Heating fuel

Vehicle fuel and lubricants

Frei ght

Trash haul ing

Repairs

Tool rental s

Snow removal

Landscaping

Miscellaneous:

Consumable athletic materials

(
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Aunt of activity--ergo, a variable cost:. You can see., moreover, that some
things "behave' a little like both. For example, your'telephone costs a
'minimum amount just for monthly service; it then incurs additional expense to
the extent that.you make toll.calls or exceed a base.level of local calls.
Behold, this is termed a mixed cost. And finally, some items such as the
mimeograph machine have a fixed cost in the equipment category but are vari-
able in erating terms; the costs'pf paper, tnk, pads, and repairs will rise'
the re he machine is used. (Sorry, no special name for this phenomenon.)

Indirect costs. Now, you need to underltand one final wrinkle, an impor-,-
tant distinction. Up until now, we've been considering the various items of
expenditure that you have to estimate. If you're a department chairperson or
coordinator of a Vocational service area, you need to think about only the
costs directly associated with-your program: instructors,, supplies, equip-
ment, books,, postage, photocopying, and so on. Howeier, you should recognize
that you alsb .benefit from services that are provided on an institutionwide or
divisionwide,basis. An obvious illustration is the dean or vocational direc-
tor's office. Costs (the salaries of the dean /director and secretary, paper
work, travel) are incurred there, yet no revenue is generated there; the
directorMoesn't necessarily Ayach any classes that earn tuition or subs4dx
income. The library is another example, as is the audiovisual aids o6ration
or the records office.

The exam ples cited above are called instructional support. There are
same other logical groupings, too. The Ohio Board of Regents uses the follow-
ing categories2 in its costs analysis system:

Academic support--Library services, audiovisual materials, Programmed
(earning materials, clinical activities, instructional comyuter opera-
tions, field experience and observation programs

Student service's--Admissions, registration, class scheduling, student
record keeping, placement, discipline, student

,relations

Std Institutional support--Overall planning and administration, public .

information, communications services, administrative computer opera-
tions, reproduction services, personnel and business management, board
`of trustees

Plant operations-- Heating, ventilation, cleaning, itaintenance, utili-
ties, repairs, parking, upkeep of grounds, security

As a department / chairperson, yo u probably would not have to estimate the
cost of'these seri' es: but if is fair for your area to pay its share of the
expense these services incur, and you should undkktand the process. On the
other hand, if you ire a higher level administrator, it might indeed be your
responsibility to decide how these costs are to be ascribed.

-

2. Program Expenditure Models fdr Higher Education Budgeting (Columbus, OH:
Ohio Board of Regents,-1975),,pp. 12-13. ED 131 792
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A problem encounterld here is one of arriving at a logical, acceptable,
dhd usable method or formula for distributing these costs. These formulas

might.use any of several /bases such as the following:

Costs can be distributed based on the level of use by each "cus-

tomer." That is, the expenses of the computer center could be shared

by the records office, business office,.computer instructional area,
and a vocational (e.g., electronics or farm management) instructional
area, based on the percentage of time each used the faciti (based,
preferably, on a long-term average, not a month-by-month metering).

A good basis for allocating 'plant operation costs is on the
i

square

'footage, or floor area, assigned to each department or vocational
service area.

Costs related to the personnel office and stUdent services might be
'shared based on the number of employees and students, respectively,
while general administrative services costs might be assigned to sub-
units based simply on the dollar value of their individual budgets.

Finally, you could use a system by which one department (e:N a

bookstore or print shop) actually "charges its customers" (other
departments) for services rendered, using an internal requisition form.

Regardless of the cost allocation scheme used, it's important that it be writ-

ten 'down, understood, and agree to by all parties involved. (Sample 9 shows,

some computations using a few o hese methods.)

Enough for costs--part. of the spending plan. Let's return now to the

education plan.

Measuring Outputs

A cynic has been defined as one who knows the co t of everything, bit

recognizes the value of nothidg. , If you were to adopt cynical approach, you
would reject any spending proposal, and your institution would soon come to a

grinding halt. However, pursuit of tte opposite extreme (a spendthrift's
dream), in which you approved all expenditur,es, would eventually banKrupt.your
institution and, even sooner, destroy its lif and growth. - .

*

The happy middle ground between thes undesfrable boundaries, is a policy

brSihich costs are measured, not on their magnitude alone, but in terms of the
results, effects, outcomes, or outputs produced. Earlier you read about the
institution's mission, and the -gCli--a-nd objectives of particular programs- -

your educatidfi-%al-,plan.* In this section, you will be learning some of the pos-
sible ways to measure the attainment of these goals--your outputs - -so that

alternative, spending plans 'can be expressed -in comparable terms.
6

Genehlly, institutional outcomes can be seen as benefiting either indi-

viduals, organizations, or society in general. Unfortunately, few of these

benefits can be expressed in terms that are strictly monetary. Most of them
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SAMPLE 9

COSI,SHARING FORMIJLAS AND PRINCIPLES

A. Some useful schemes for allocating indirect costs:

Service Provided

Audiovisual

Computing

'Student services

Custodial

Reproduction and copying

Cost-Sharing Basis

Actual usage (number or length'
of times equipment is4pied)

Actual usage

Per .total credit hours granted

Per square feet assign&I to

instructional department or
administrative office

Actual usage '(n umber of copies
made)

. Seleci ted standards for detertlining the costing formula.:

i
Cost datas-h-Culd.be reconcilable to dfficial fihancial actountiag;"
data. .

Definitio4s*uv:d in cost determinations should be applied uniformly:

, Cost information an d related costing- units should cover the same
period. .

,. ,.-
-

Cost information should be consistently determined.

Cost should be attributed according to identifiable relktionships of
what causes the cost to occur., or who receives the benefits of the
costed activity.

V

Indirect cost should be allocated based on quantitative measures that
can be applied in a practical manner.

Cost information should be accompanied by a disclosure statement.

N

SOURCE: ,Adapted from,NACUB0(National Association of College Ad University
Ksiness Officers] Procedures for Detecmining Htstprical Full Costs, Technical
Report #5, Second Edition (Boulder, CO: National Center for Higher Education
Man'agement Systems, fVl), p. 2:49, appendix pp. 15-16. ED 145 771
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are more generally economic--or intellectual ,,social, or civic--and thus elude

your efforts to quantify,and compare them. You care robably think of examples
of each kind' of,output. It will take some head scratch-ing, but you prObably
can also come up with at least, some "proxy" measures of the quantity of these

outcomes. To aid in.your analysis of these notions, look*also at the follow-
A ing ppssible measures of educational output:3

Student kowledg and skills development--Faculty or student percep-
tion'sof breadth- and depth of -knowledgei student scores on pre/post7
test.examiaAtions, student course grades, student success in passing
certificafion/licensbre examtnations

Social-and cultural growth--Student knowledge and understanding of
the arts, development of effective social relationships, openness to
new ideas, participatiqp in social and cultural event's or prgarthations

- Personal growth and satisfaction--Student satisfaction with human

relations skills,' critical- thinking ability, vocational preparation,
overall educational experience .

' Career training -- Student success in obtaining firq job/preferred
first job, first-job earnings, annual income of "former students, vela; .

tedness oftemployment to field of,study%1Tab mobility, jOb,satisfac-
tion,.stability of'career goals, -- employer evaluations pf jd$ perfor-

mance, promotions :

Community service--Student participation in social affairs, member- .
ship in community oggpnizations, political activities

Educational development--Highest degree-or certificate earned by
student, time for prograrecOmpletion, length of study prior to trans-
fer, stepout/dropout rate, incid4nce of change of major fields

4 Another problem in developing some standardized basis for comparing costs

in terms of outputs is the time period to use.' The lifftlong gain in earning
power of a student is obviously too long an interval upon which to base a
decision among competilig 'proposals for an annual budget. Likewise, the

long-run effects on the productivity of the e4loCal labor force Ire not syn-
chronized with the time span of your.decisions. 'Using the number of Oadu-
ates may also involve too,long a'peribd pf time, but with'only one totwo
yearsAnvolved ifi,most vocational programs, we're getting close to an ideal,
Interval.-- : 4

. 44,

Another alternative for the measure of the outpbt of an educational pro-
cess or actiivity is to use the credit (secondary) or quartersemester credit
hour (postsecondary). AltprnatiWTT; you may wish to utifize.the contact

3: Adapted from Richard L4 Alfred, "Conclusions About Coping with Reduced .

Relources," New Directions for Community Colleges, 22 (Summer 1978): 90- 91.
o

4C
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(class or laboratory) hour, since many vocational courses require two to three
hours of class time (but proportionally less out-of-class assignments, prepar-

ation, or,report-writing time) per hour or unit of credit granted. The con-
tact hour also more accurately represents the use,of instructor time. In

either case, the number of credit /contact hours per student can be multiplied
by the number of students per class or section to measure the total "produc-
tion" of an instructor, course, department, or program. ,Clearly, a course
meeting 10 hours per week and involving 20 students provides more output than
a five-hour class with only 16 students. In quantitative,terms, the first,
example would be about 2.5 times more productive (10 x 20 = 200; 5 x 16 = 80;
2004- 80 = 2.5), and you now have some rough basis for comparing alterna-
tives.

' , Admittedly, these calculations do not yield qualitative assessments.
Likewise, there are examples in which some parts of the institution generate

-service, not instruction, to other parts of the institution (consider the
guidance, records, or tutoring activities), or to the community as a whole
(erg., facilities for meetings, consultants and leadership to civic groups,
arid cultural and artistic events). Some of these have an easily identifiable
monetary dimension (e.g., the cost of renting an equivalent room edsewhere),
but most do not. (How would you measure'the value af.volunteer help given to
the United ,Way campaign?)

J.

Types of Budgets

You learned about the common features of all budgets: they reflect
institutional goals and objectives (the educational plan); they include esti-
mates of available resources (the revenue plan); and they detail the ways that
resources will be used (the spending plan)-n order to obtain certain outputs
(back to,the educational plan aga'in). Now let's look at the several different
forms that budgets might take. .D.alically, they can be classified according to
the

.
scope of time involved, and'we'll look at Nem in the sequence of rong-

\\range to short.'

1

Long-range budgets. A long -range budget is primarily an in-house plan-
ning,tool having no strict legal significance. It conforms closely with other
long.:range planning .documents, covering perhaps a five- or ten-year span.
Prognostications about community economic conditions are ari important element
.in this plan, sincq they affect tax Avenues, ability to bear tuition burdens,
,,oreven the number of potential'students living in the district. This budget
may be updated every two or three years.

10.

The- long-range budget'011'also show how resources will be used to
accomplish internal reSponles'to the economic, social, or other environmen-
tal factors. For example, new vocational or student servicwrograms will
necessitate new, or altered, expenditure patterns. Inflation May require
that personnel salaries take up an even larger part of the outlay, or rising
utility-cOSt-s. may add to the "operating" part of the budget.NThe results of
these projected revenue and spending comparisons will forecastiwhether an
institution can expect a surplus or deficit, and how large it will 'be. This,
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_Lo turn, can provide advance warning of the need to seek new funds (by tax
/levies, lobbying for more state aid, raising tuition, or applying for grants

and contracts), or to reduce staff or program offerings. Thus, .k y decisions

are made based, on a gradual, rationally developed plan rather thi highly

emotional, poorly thought-out, "crisis management" reactions.

Capital budgets. A capital budget flows logically fro the long-range

one, especially when projected growth in student numbers or program breadth

means that new buildings will be needed. Even in a "steady- state" situation,

renovation of facilities or replacement ofii-equipment might still be-needed,
and the farther ahead you can anticipate this, the better. It might be pos.,

sible, for example, to establish a plan whereby enough reserves (surplus of
revenue over spending) can accumulate over .a few years to. purchase buildings

or equipment without borrowing, thus saving interest costs. On the other

hand, foresight can give you the time to shop around for alternatives, result-
ing in the selection of a lower cost choice. This.also allows you to select

the strategic time to campaign for a bond issue to fund the prO&ject, or pre-

pare and lobby for a sound proposal for legislative appropriation.

The actual process of estimating costs of capital investment in buildings
or major equipment probably will require that you engage the services of a

professional consultant or architect. The money will be well spent, since

this person can provide a careful, objective analysis of the adequacy of cur-
rent facilities, as well as draw an a broad Tepertoire of solutions to the
particular needs of your'institution. He or she might be able to propose
projects that will suit a variety of needs and have additional benefits as

well.
'

, _

Annual operating (or current funds) budgets! The "bread and butter"

member of the budgeting family is the annual operating, or current funds, bud-

get. This is the document receiving-the most attent from public and insti-

tutional members alike, and the one that most aff s the character and daily

operations of your institution. All of the ty s of estimating discussed ear-
lier--revenue, expenditures, and output--are involved in the preparation of
this budget, and these figures must be developed in considerable detail. Fur-

thermore, these amounts must be subdivided into specific spending limitatiohs
for the various departments or programs of the institution. This process of

allocation results in the assignment of corresponding responsibility for the
wise spending of the budgeted amounts by these otganizational units.

The annual budget has a well-defined legal nature; it must be approved by

the institution's board (sometimes in the form of an "appropriation resolu-
tion") and might require further approVaq by a county budgetcommission, a

al
state-level board/department of educa

t

'On, or a higher education controlling/

governtng board or commission. The ountsArllocated for broad categories
(such as personnel services, equipment, and operating) cannot be exceeded
without formal board action, and in some cases, appropriations among certain
programs likewise will require formal endorsement for any midyear alterations.

Because this budget has the most direct effect on the extent to which
the many programs and functions of the institution can be ac94Frished the
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annual budget is therefore subjected to the most careful Scrutiny, and it gen-
erates'the most intense debate. fundamental disagreements about the natui%
and purposes of an institution,uSually emerge at budget time. It will be
important for you to have the-skills needed to make this a time of rational
and constructive analysis, not one of divisive and'acrigionious.infighting.
Regardless of your role in the institution, then, yoU will need to learn and
pr4tice the fundamentals of participation and decision making.,

Program or project. budgets. The final-type of budget that will be
encountered in a vocational education setting is one related to-a program
or project of limited scope (less than institutionwide) or time span (not
correspopding to the usual fiscal, school, or calendar year). These bud-
gets include student activity/club budgets; adult education workshop bud-
gets; and rotary accounts for food service, bookhores, or athletic events.
They also are prepared in support of proposals tar grantor contract fund-
ing of restricted programs such as scholarships, equipment'purchases, Compre-
hensive Employment and Training At (CETA) activities, tutoring or academic
enrichment sermices, innovational teaching methods, and the like. All of
these budgets call for the estimation Of revenue, spending, and output in the
same, or even greater, detail as does the annual budget.

There are some ways in which the preparation of program/ project budgets
is quite difficult. In many cases, the funding source might (1) impose tight
restrictions on transfers among the various budget categories, and (2) call
for even stricter accounting of the.actual expenditures. An added complica-
tion is that new programs do not have a "heritage." You do not have the expe
rience of similar programs to fall back on when making your estimates and,
therefore, have to "start from scratch in*generating your budget figures.
And finally, the} potential funding source mi ht classify expenditures into
categories that are different from the schem. used by your institution. The
format of the program budget,-and the source' definitions of these expense

items will usually be spelled out in the Request for Proposal (RFP), program
regulations, grant competition rules, or other guidelines covering the alloca-
tion of these funds. Be sure to read these specifications carefully in ordEr
to ascertain in what ways they may differ from your usual concepts of these
terms.

°Note that-many times these budgets affect each other. For example, the
addition of a new building will usually imply that operating costs (for maip-
tenance, utilities, custodial expenses) will be high6r in subsequent years.
On the other hand, highXuel (operating) costs might suggest, that a capital
improvement be made in th form pt more`insulation or a heating system modi-
fication. Similarly, projected long-range deficits might lead to t4p writing
of proposals for grant or contract funds (with their attendant budgets), and
these specially funded programs would, in turn, affeCt the levels of revenue
and spending of subsequent annual operating budgets.
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Optional
Activity

In order to increase your knowledge of the detailed operation
and applicability of specific budgeting systems, you may wish
to read one or more of'the following supplementary referencev
Cheek, Zero-Bate Budgeting Comes of Age; Chuang, "Zero Based
Budgeting for Vocational Education," American Vocational Jour- *-

nal; Harvey, Zero-Base Budgeting; Ohio Board of Regents, Pro-

, " Y
What You

,gram Budgeting: Two 'year Colleges; and/or Weischa

You'll Be Hearing More About Zer:o-Base Budgeting, a
Should Knew About It," American School Board Journal

/ ,

As you study these references, ask youtself the following types
of questions:

What are the advantages orbu eting and cost accbunting
'systems such as zero-based budgeting andprogram budget-
Ping?

What are their theoretical limitations?,

Wyou are now working in an educational institution, ask your:
self these further questions:

. Can these systems be put into practice in my institu-

tion?

If so,,what changes or adaptations (to either the system
or the institution's current procedures) would need to be

made?

Would the benefits of, these changes outweigh the incon-
venience of altering ourk traditional methods?
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The folloWing "Case Situation" gives abrief description of
a postsecondary vocational education j-ngtitution. It also

includes two.eWmates that are part df two budgets--an annual
operating budget and a long-range budget being considered by

the administrators. Start with part? I. Review the situation

described.- Then read the first budge.estimate carefully, and
identify-any deficiencies in this estimate. Correct these

deficienties by providing either additional information or
figures that are more nearly correct than those shown. Next,

repeat the process for part II--the long-range budget estimate

and related description. (You can make some of these changei
on the estimate sheets-V%emselves; you may wish to write
related observations on a separate sheet of paper.)

Although the'rsituation'applies only to a postsecondary institu-
tion, the general principles it illustrates will apply, in most
cases, to secondary institutions as well.

CASE SITUATION

Part I: Apgrating gudgtt

Hoover Technical Institute (HTI) is a state-assisted, two-year technical
college serving a city witha population of 50,000, plus a surrounding four-
county area of another 100,000 persons. The college also receives funding
from property taxes on the assessed value of $500 million within this region,
at the rate of .2 mills. (This rate will be subject to renewal by public offi-
cials in two years, and there currently ig a well-supported campaign underway
to cut all property taxes statewide in half.) Tuition at HTI is $300 per tri-
mester,71ith about one-thirdiof the students attending year round. State sub-

sidies range from $1,000 to $3,000 per f,TE, depending on the cost structure of

the vocational program,, Fouir grant applications, totaling $100;000have been

approved for the coming year.

'L There are 2,000 students attending many of them.part-time, with a

full-time-equivalency of 4000. The faculty' consists of 70 full-time instruc-
.tors, suppleMented by abol.50 part-time lecturers who teach one course each

per year on the average: Vocational programs are offered in the areas of
agriculture and agribvsiness,.business, engineering technology, and health

(RN, LPN, and therapy assisting). There are 10 membersion the administrative

andprofessional staff, and 30'sui7ort personnel.

.° Prominent in the economy of the community are a farm equipment manufac-
turing facility, large agribusiness concerns that provide supplies and ser-
vices or market farm products, and regional service offices for most types of
business (eagobanking, insurance, wholesale, transportation). The city is

the major shopping and health-care center ford 75-mile-radiusgarea. The pro-

jected establighment of a "gasohol" distillery is the major event expected to
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occur in the future of the area. Otherwise, the economy and population are
basically stable, except for a noticeable "youth flight" of 18- to 25-year-
olds. High school graduating classes are, about 3 percent smaller each year.

As she looks toward the institute's'fpture, President' Allison Chambers
has noted the reduced number of young persons in the,community,,as well as
the apparent leveling off of economic growth. The Only program within the
institution that seems likely to expand is agriculture technology, espe-
cially in the area of cropland management. This will require that HTI some-'
how (1) acquire access to, or"ownership of, 100-200 acres of land (prices are
rising quickly); (2) construct a small classroom building and an equipment
storage shed; and (3) obtain some farm machinery within the next two years.
Many of the part-time students are veterans whose GI Bill benefits will soon
expire. An enrollment-decline is likely,, and the size of.thg'faculty might
also have to be reduced, but all salaries and wages are 15 percent below the
state average and need to be raised. All full-time faculty and employees
receive fringe-benefit packages amounting to an additional 20 percent of their

'cash salary (25 percent for administrative and professional staff).

Dr. Chambers' staff has prepared the following budget for next year.
Before she presents it to the nine-member Board of Trustees for approval, she
will discuss it with the entire faculty and administrative staff. But first,
she needs ta review it to determine whether"all items have been covered and
all estimates-are as accurate as possible.

.1
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HOOVER TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

(Tentative) Budget for
Academic Year 197- to 197-

REVENUE

Local Property Taxes (500 million @ 2 mills)

J
State Subsidies 300 FTE

1
000

.

300

(In. thousands)

1000

t i
100 FTE @ 1,500 150

200 FTE @ 2i000 400,

100 FTE @ 2,500 250

300 FTE @ 3,000 900

Total \ 2000

Tuition 80 Feg---
Autumn term 1030 FTE @ 300 , 309
Winter term 970 FTE @ 300 291
Summer term 333 FTE @ 300 100

Total .700

a

TOTAL REVENUE 3700
(3.7 Million)

EXPENDITURES

Personnel 'Services

Faculty. (full-time) 70 @ 12,500 (avg.) 875
Faculty (part-time) 50 @ 1,009 . 50
Admin.-Professional 10 @ 16,0 160
4+ Benefits Package @ 25% 40
Support Staff 30 @ 10,000 300
+ Benefits Package\ @ 20%. '-60

1485

Operating Expenses .

Educational materials
Shop, lab, and clinic supplies
Library and audiovisual
Travel and professional conferences
Computer software
Telephone service and toll

I.

20

7Q-

30

50

30

20



EXPENDITURES (continued)

Operating Expenses (continued)

Postage and mailing permits- 30

Copier rental, per copy charges_ 15

Utilities (gas, electricity, water)` 120

Fuel and lubricants 50'

Purchase of farm machinery 45

Repairs 45
Insurance 15

Snow' removal , landscapihg 35

Freight, hauling . 10 .

Total 585

Equipment Purchases

,Instructional (lab, shop, and clinic) 325

Office, administrative 25

Vehicles 30

Legal and auditing services
Recreation equipment 20

Library security system 10

Custodial, maintenance tools 15

Audiovisual, photographic 10

Office,,supplies, paper 50

Computer accessories\ 20

. Total,

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS (Pay-as-you-go set-asides),

CONTINGENCY

TOTAL EXPENDITURES'

e

a .ice

4O

44 A

515

600

2G0
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Part II: Long-Range'Budget

1

After the operating budget for the following year was prepared, esident
Chambers started revising the long-range budget for twb, five, and ten ars,
hence. in developing the various estimates for revenue and expenditures [pre-
sented here only in summary form], she considered the following factors [as
'implied by the description given in *part I]:

1. Reduction in faculty size can best be accomplished by reducing first
the number of part-time lecturers.

2. Once corrected by this year's raises, all salaries will need td rise
by only 5 to 6 percent, given the expected leveling off of inflation.

....
3. Equipment purchases and capital set-asides can

I
reduced after the _ .

current program of °farm expansion is completed ne to. two years).

4. Some of the.prajor items oroperating expense (utilities, fuel, shop
supplies) will continue to rise in cost.

5. Assessed property value will also rise by 5 to 7 percent each year.

6. The-enrollment will fall nolower than 900 FTE.

7. In spite of ultl-mately higher state subsidies (made partially to
offset expected property-tax limitations), tuition will have to be
raised.

8. The prognosis forte private grants and contracts is good, thus supple-
menting declining amounts of federal funds.

HOOVER TECHNICAL INSTITUTE`

Long-Range Budget Projections

YEAR 2

REVENUE N (In thousands)

Property Taxes (600 million (d 2 mills) 1200
'State Subsidies (950 FTE @ 2,100)

, 2000
Tuition (avg. 950 @ avg. 700 . 665

pet year)
Grants and Contracts

TOTAL .REVENUE

41
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I

EXPENDITURES

Personnel Services*

4 Full -Time Faculty .

Part-Time Faculty
Admin.-Professional

Support

Total

60 @ 18,000*
50 @ 1,200,

10 @ 22,000*
30 @ 14,400*

1080

60

220

430

1790

Operating- 850

Equipment

C9pgal Improvement' N IC00
Contingency 205 a

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 3945

YEAR 5

REVENUE
0

Property Taxes (700 million @ 1 mt1-.1)** 700

State Subsidies (900 FTE @ 21290) 1980
Tuition (avg. 900 @ avg. 809 720

per year)

Grants and Contracts 100

TOTAL REVENUE 3500

EXPENDITURES

Personnel Services*

F411-Time Faculty 60 @ 21,000* 1260

Part-Time Faculty 35 @ 1,400 49

Admin.-Professiona ,9 @ 26,00* 234

Support 28 @ 17400* . 476

.

Total 2019

*Average salaryrates,.includin cost of fringe benefits packages

**Assumes that a millage- limitat on will be imposed 1y referendum

42
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EXPEPIIDITURES continued)

Operating

Equipment

Contingency

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

YEAR 10

REVENUE

Property Taxes
State Subsidies
Tuition

Grants and Contracts

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENDITURES.

Personnel Services*

Full-Time Faculty

Part=Time Faculty
Admin.-Professional
Support

(1 billion @ 1 mill)**-
(900 FTE @ 2,500)
(avg. 900 @ avgr. 1,000

per year). /

900

400

300

a

3619

60 @-28,000* 1680-
35 @ 1,900 , 67
9 @ 35,000* 315

26, @ 23,000* 598

1000

100

4250

6 I

oL

Total 0 2660

Operating 1000

Equipment' 400".

Contingency .19

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

43

171

4250,
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`2

Compare your.completed written estimate corrections with'the
"Model Corrections" given below. Your responses need not
exactly dupli ate the model responses, since some involve
"judgment calls" that could vary. However, you should have
identified and corrected errors of the same general type:

-Part I: OperatingBudget

Revenue

sQ

6DEL CORRECTIONS

The category o nts and Contracts" was omitted, in the amou nt of
$100',000. (See first pa agraph of the situation description.). The new
revenue total should be .8 million.

Expenditures

The benefits package for full -time faculty was omitted, equalling
$175,000 (20 percent of $875,000), making the new total for personnel
services $1,660,000.

"Purchase of Farm Machinery" should be listed under the equipment,
.category; on the other hand; the entries for ".Legal andsAuditing Ser-
vices" and *Office Supplies,. Paper" should have been listed in the
operating category. New totals: Operating = $600,800; Equipment =
$600,000.

Tven withsthete correcti-.41etP1 expenditures do not-equal
the total revenug. This difference can be made up by increasing con-
tingency to $4400000, bglnging the total expenditures also to $3.8

% ,million.

Part II:/ Long-Ratge, Budget
/ .

Year 2

0

0 The property tai revenue might be considered a }tittle hip (see fac-
tor 1),but4pertiaps the valuation will have increased to $600 million
becauseTlf the new gasohol plant.

It would be difficult. to cut the 'full-time faculty'from 70 to 60 in

one year without reducing part-time fac9lty at all (see factor 1).
Thus, 65 full-time faculty and 40 part-time lecturers might be mare
realistic, giving a personnel igi7vices subtotal of $1,868,000.

.Raisin the o eratin category from $600,000 to $850,000 in one year
is a 42 per ent *kel 'taps $700,000 would be more Tealistjc.

4\,."
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The contingency category could be raised to $277,000 to strike a

balance at $3,945,000. ggiFie-r,-since this is about 7 percent of the

total, the capital improvements set-aside might be raised to'the same*
$600,000 level as the year before, leaving contingency at only $177,000
(4.5 percent).

Year 5 y.

Thetrevenue estimates still'are plausible, reflecting a 5 percent per
year rise in assessed valuation and the expected increases of tuition

and subsidy rates. Note, too, that grants and contracts have returned
to their original level because of privatesources (factors 5, 7, and

8).
Likewise, the slight reductions of faculty have been accounted for,
with salajies being raised about 5 percent per year.

The only apparent problem is that revenue and expenditures don't bal-

ance. Reducing contingency to $181,000 would correct this, so would a
reduction to $81,000 (still over 2 percent of the budget), combined
with an enhenyment of equipment to a total of $500,000.

Year 10 0

.Botti the revenue and salary estimates remain within the given para-

meters,.

This time* the. operating estimate is too low--on.ly 2 percent per year

above the clear 5 estimate., A figure of at least $1,150,000 would be

more/realistic.

Since tne total is already set by the revenue estimate, both the
equipment and the contingency estimates need to be reduced (they are
usually more discretionary than are the items under operating)--or else
the college needs to consider developing new resources.

Level of Performance:. Your corrected estimates should have identified most
of the same errors and correctt8 them in approximately the same way as was

done in the model responses. if you missed some errors or have questions
about any additional points you made, review the material in the information
sheet, "What Is a Budget and, What Is Your Role in Its Preparation," pp. 9-35,

or check with your resource person if necessary.
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rning Experience II

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, critique the perfor-
.mance of an administrator in a given case study in deciding
among budget,proposals, and select the better proposal from
two provided to you.

You will be reading the information sheet; "Making Decisipns
to Arrive `at a Balanced Budget," pp. 49-65.

You will be reading the "Case Study," pp. 67-68, and cri--
tiquing the performance of the administrator described..

You will be evaluating your competency in critiquing the
administrator's performance to deciding.among budget
proposals by comparing your completed critique with the
"Model Critique," pp. 69-70. .

47
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OVERVIEW continued.

You will be reading the "Case Situation," pp. 71 -74,
reviewing two budget proposals that are competing for the
same funds, selecting only one.of them for funding, and
expldining in writing your rationale for the selection.

You will be evaluating your competency in selecting the
better budget proposal by comparing your choice and ratio-,
nale with the "Model Selection," pp. 75-76.
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For information about how to obtain the cooperation of many
:persons in the budgeting process, and hoW to group and compare
several competing budget proposals, read the following infor-
mation sheet.

MAKING DECISIONS,TO ARRIVE AT A BALANCED BUDGET -

. .?;

Once you are able to clear the first hurdle in budget preparation (esti-
mating the amounts of revenue;Npending, and outputs involved for the budget
period), you haVe a new concern: bringing the budget into balance by deciding
among various spending proposals, all of which seek to use the same li/nited
resources. Everyone is affected by this problem, regardless of 't

they
level or

role within the institution, and regardless of how directly they were involved
in generating the estimated figures. For example, an instructor-/who devel-
oped specific dollar amounts to support certain program efforts--would now
want to be sure he/she has an opportunity to defend those proposals and demon-
strate their worth as compared to the ideas set forth by other instructors in
the department. The head of a department, program, or vocational service area
likewise will want to justify the estimates he/she has prepared in the face of
competition from other areas. In addition, the head of an area has the task
of arbitrating. within that area-to b ing his/her own part of the budget into
balance.

These scenarios are based on the assumption that, in 99 percent of the At

cases, the "asking budget" compiled from-the spending requests will exceed
the available resources. In other words, you and your colleagues probably
would like to do more than your institution or district can afford. These
limitations on resources can lead to conflictl, but this conflict should be
viewed as healthy. Since the conflict cannO be avoided (unless resources
are infinitely abundant), then your challenge is to manage this conflict in
a constructive, rational way. As either the leader or a participant in a
decision - making conference, you can apply certain principles that can lead 4'
to allocative decisions that are received posttively, that,satisfy the par-
ticipants as much as possible, and that have both high quality and high
acceptability.

Role of a Budget Committee

One key to the attainment of both the quality and the acceptance of a

decision is broad, planned, and publicly observable participation. A way
to develop this type of particip-ation is by forming 'a budget committee or
task force, -or including bud9eting within the responsibilities of an already-
existing planning committee. Since the, preparation of a budget is at leaft
an' annual task (in the case of the operating budget), but also can come up on
rather short notice (when "windfall" grant or contract opportunities arise),
this body YIUuld be a standing (permanent) committee whose composition is
fairly stable from year to year. A committee ofethis nature can exist at.
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any level, so you should read this material from the perspective both of one

who might form and lead such a committee for his/her level of responsibility,

or of one who might be asked to serve on a committee for the entire institu-

tion or a large part thereof.

You can recognize several advantages to having such a committee. It

leads to wider awareness of the institution's financial status and needs. It

makes even More persons conscious of the need to keep costs down, or to. exert,

efforts to generate new revenue. Those who were formerly concerned with only

their own area have an opportunity to open their minds to the broader role

of the institution, and to become more familiar with its overall goals and

object4:Ves. -The addition of new persons to the decision-making process also
41

inj.ect,s/new values and"provides for obtaining consensus in the rating Of

divergent goals that do not lend thdmselves to being rated objectively or

quantitatively. . ,

Of course, there are some disadalg.tages to participatory decision-making

methods (e.g., using a budget committee). Usually, this method takes more

time because it involves many meetings. It can erode what little authorit

tile administrator feels he/she has to start with ands.an_induce-feeTT-rigs of

threat. Most importantly', committee_jmeeP-ngs-aff reach successful conclu-

sions only if the meRiler-&-are-flaped in communications-and human relations

techniquesrare commodities in many instances. Thus, special training in

these skills, or particular efforts to develop cooperative attitudes, may be

required before this type of decision making is attempted.

Let us now turn to a more detailed Consideration Of three factors that

are related to the effectiveness of a budget advisory committee: nature of

responsibilities, permanence, size and composition, and nature of appointment.

Nature of responsibilities. The scope of the entire committee's duties

and responsibilities should be clearly spelled out,.both in the written

resolution or other official action establishing it, and in'the letters of

appointment to each member. Presumably, the group'would be charged with

investigative, evaluative, deliberative, and advisory functions, but not w

final decision prerogatives. The committee's final report would consTiT 'f.

recommendation, or a list of alternatives accompanied by a listing of th

advantages and disadvantages of each. The chief administrator would mo l'fy or

endorse the recommendation and forward it ta the board for a final det ion. ,

Permanence. The need to set up a budget committee on a permane t (as

opposed to an ad hoe, or temporary) basis was briefly mentioned ear er.

Since the budget process recurs on such a regular basis, and since ts activi-

ties extendthroughout the year, the stability provided b'y a perm nent commit-

,tee seems desirable. Moreover, by having a fixed composition, t e committee
is less susceptible to having its membetship manipulated to sui temporarily

expedient ends (e.g., "court pack4ngi" or appointing members w o you know.

( 011 support your ideas). Instead, it provides an open, pred table method

by which toTepresent the various interest groups of the ins 4tution and com-

munity. The incumbents (members) of the committee may chan e somewhat froth
year to year, but the committee will always consist of the same categories
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(faculty, administration, staff, board, student, and community representa-
tives) in the same general proportions.

Size and composition. The size and the compositio
In

of a budget commit-
tee can be considered together.- Both will vary depending on the level of the
organization for which a budget is being deliberated. At the inttitutionwide
level, a committee of about eleven members could,be useful, comprised of per-
sons representing the following areas:

Institutional Area

//

No.

Overall administration: 2
(chief administrator, board member)

Instructional area: 3
(vocational program director/dean,,two faculty at-large)

Instructional support:
1

(librarian or AV coordinator)
o

Student services:
1

(counselor, admissions.or placement ficer)

Business or support aria:
1

(business officer, building and gr unds coordinator)

rit Representatives of advisory commi tees/councils:
1

Students:
2

Fora single vocational servic /e area or occupational program, a similar
committee would contain approximately seven mediers:

Institutional Area No.

Administrator:

(program director, department chairperson,
or lead teacher)

Instructors:

Support staff member:
(clerical, laborator /shop, technician)

Student services r presentative:
(counselor, plac ent, admissions),

Student:

Advisory committee member:

Some of these positions will be ex officio; that is, the administrator
would s ve as a member by virtue of his/her being the president or super-
inten nt, andone of the student members by virtue of being president of
the student government organization. The other members, however, would be
se ected by their respective constituents through (1) at-large general
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-elections, (2) selection by their\organizatigns (e.g., faculty senate or
assembly, union locatjor (3) appbintment by the administrative head of their

%department-. ..
/

Nature of a pointment. The'person or body appointid the committee,

should be the sa e as the one that receive the advice an makes the deci-

sions. In the case of the overall institutional budget, this would be tfle

°board of education or, trustees. Idthe case of a department or vocational
service area, it would be the chatrpers n or director/coordinator. In any

event, the names of all the appointees,,hould be published, and each member

should receive a letter or memo confirm ng the appointment and its terms.

To assure valid and forceful represedtation of interests, each member
should be accountable only to his/her constituents, even though the formal

appointment may have been signed by the administrator or chairperson of the

committee. Thus, only the faculty (or students, or advisory committee) could

remove their respective member, although sub' ,removal might properly be

requested (but not demanded) by the chief Orrdistrator in the-event of absen-

teeism, negligence, or incompetence. If it were otherwise, members would be

subject, inappropriately,, to removal at the whimof the board, administrator,

or program head'merely because they opposed certain proposals or were, in good

faith, trying to represent a legitimate minority position.

The Budget Cycle

The first tasks of a budiget committee are (1) the fprecasting of the time

required for ,-,completion of their main tasks, and (2) the consequent develop

meet of a sct1edule ofevents and deadlines. In effect, your committee Oil be

recognizing the recurilng features of the "budget cycle" (see sample 10) and

using this phttern to form an overall plan of work.
A

A useful method for determining the timing of the committee's ma 'n tasks

t budget
"backwarnning." For example, let us assume that the commit e is

working on
N eudget

for the 1981-82 school year, running perhaps f `

September 1981 through August 1982. If the,state department of edu-a ian

(vocational education orhigher education) mustapprove this budget before

faculty contracts are confirmed, then this approval should be seo4ted by

June of 1981. The local boardwould thus need to pass the budget resolution

no later than April 1981. Accordingly, institutionwide)and communitywide
deliberations and hearings on the various budget recommendations would need

to ccur from January through March of 1981., In turn, siMilar discussions

at ubordinate levels should take place during November and December of 1980.

To uide all this, budget guidelines, formatl% and solicyfations for input

should be published in September and October of 1980. Obviously the Amit-
tee must be con(yeped so it can organize all this, perhaps as early as Augus

1980--a full two ears before the ending date of the budget they willEgc

mend! (Check clo§ely7-the state department might already pa re-5-aibed a

timetable for all these events.)`
4

a
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SAMPLE 10

L A BUDGET CYCLE

revenue is raised;
money is expe7Jed

county commision
and/or state board
approves budget

budget is evaluated

I /' revisions revisions
board approves budget _imade as made as

°

chief administrator
recommends final
budget to boaisd:k--'

committee holds
public. hearings

on proposals

(\,

needed/

/
budget committee and
chief administrator
issue budget instruc
tions for coming year

basic instructional
units submit requests

11

needed

intermed teDnits
compile requests and

,...lymake in -rnal decisions

make /
revisions

has needed

/

institutionwide

budget committee apdP
administrators compile
requests and make
tentative decisions
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) ,
, You may very ,well recognize circumstances in your particular situation
that will require your-schedule to be different from the one just proposed.

, Some of the factors-your committee should consider in setting up its schedule
are fairly common to allsettingsl however. They include the following:

State requirements=-Is state approval requited? When must the budget
request'be,submitted? !lbw long'does the approval process take?\ How
long a period must be allowed for local hedrings and 'comment? ka
local Mote by'the;general public required?

", Level of desired input--How-open do you want your budget annin,g-'

process to be? Which strategy will secure, more participati n:':a ery
short period for comments, widely apnounced0v a publicity blitz; or an
extended,' low-key "opening Qf the books" on a drop-in basis? Is,opin-

likely to crystallize quickly, or,will-it require some time for
scussionq

Amount of deliberation allowed --DO you plan-to.provide time for spv-
eral minicycles of negotiation,.in divisions/departments before their
recommqndgtions are passed to-the next higher level? Or will all the
tvasking budgets" merely be consolidated and passed on to the budget
committee, which will trim and adjust as needed on an institutionwide
basis?

Staff ava4lab1 -p--Will all the work be done by the committee_ members

themselves, or will there be clerical and computer assistanceavail-
ablef Can the committee use the 'services of the business officer, a '

in5titution-g' researcher, a consultant, or internal specialists to
refine, cpmpile, and analyze the hordes of numbers submitted to them?
Will they have these services On a full -time, a priority, or only a
catch-as-catch-can basis?

Other duties' and dead other events will be occurring in
the institution or community durin.g these budget deliberations? The
rush Qf ACtiivity that often accompanieis the end of the'school year
kcoricert5, plays% parties,, recognition banquets) can'distract or
fatigue'the committee members. Thus', timetables should allow for
some "slack" diving these periods. In addition, individual members
might have their own scheduling conflicts that must be-accommodated
from time to time.

I

Keeping the Process Open

The material in this learnilaexperience has been based on the funda=
mental principle that wide picipation in the budgeting andplanning process
will lead to decisions that are both more acceptable and optola higher quality.
A budget committee doesn't relieve the thief administrator and board of their,
ultimate responsibility for using public resources wisely. However, it does
add new points of view, represent alternative value structures, and keep the

organlzation from being subject to-the opinions of only one or a feci-perSons.
Furthermore, although the committee might consist Of as manytas 10-12 people,
it is possible and desirable to seek knowledge and opinion from even wider
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circles. Therefore, the budget co ittee should be carefffl to build into its
plak certain features that assure a ess to, and s rutiny of, its work. Some
examples'of these features include (1) ng budget proposals, (2) ensur-
ing the availability of records and pending p oposals, (3) publishing interim
'reports, (4) holding public hearings, (5) providing open comment peripds, and
(6) opening meetings to the press and public. Let's look at each in .a*bit
more:detail.

Soliciting proposals. A budget usually cannot be decided based only
on consideratiqns generated "from the bottom up." However, the basic mate-
rial from which bud t roposals and decisions'are effected--the details of
intended outcomes (educ tion plans) and of estimated expenditures (spending
plans)--becomes more ac urate and more meaningful if it is generated by those
closest to the acti es under consideration. Therefore, the committee=
should notify every member of the entirq institutional- community (in writing)
that they may- -an'd should--contribute.Weir ideas concerning how resources
should be expended, within the person's particular area of responsibility or
activity. (Comments of a more general nature will be invited at a later stage
in the budgeting process.)

In order to sincere and effectivg, this announcement seeking budget
input must also inc e some essential information,to aid the potential bud-
get requestor. -First o 11, it must describe general budget guidelines and
assumptions: enrollment pr jections, wageclAgd salary raise ranges, contin-
gency levels,,reyenue outlooks, and so on.

Second: the format for budget input must be described. This format
should be as simple and nontechnical as possible, but it must be followed
uniformly so that adminittrators and budget committees at a els can
easily compile, summarize, and compare budgets. One such form is shown in
sample 11. Note that blanks are provided for the figures- - selves, and that
'ample space is provided for-narrative explanatio and ju ification of the
budget as well.

Third, these instructions must state (and re` eat, and repeat Let again)
the deadlines for the submission of various types of budget inputs (original
requesti, revised requests, comment on the requests of other programs, and
comment on the committee's final recommendation). Of course, these deadlines
must be planned and communicated far enough in advance to provide "lead time"
to allow for thoughtful, well-researched input.

Last, and most important of all, an effective solicition for budgetary
information, requests, or comment must offer the technical assistance that
may be needed by the contributors. In particular, some of the services,
expertise, and time of the business officer, treasurer, assistant superin-
tendent for business /administration, institutional research director, and so
on:.must be made available to anyone within the organization. Clearly, these
individuals are the most likely to have current and broad, experience-based
information about cost levels and trends, past expenditures,likely revenue
amounts, cost-Sharing formulas, and the like. If' these officials hold a few
general sessions and then offer to miet with Individuals-as they prepare their
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SAMPLE

A BUDGET PROPOSAL /REQUEST FORM

(arranged by program, also compatible with PPBS OR ZBB System)

1. Decision gilt j 2. Person Prepartng_ 3. Priority Rating 4. Cost Center

Word Processing ,A. M. Keyes

tobe completed by
budget committee

'

business and office

Package I b. Date Prepared . No. o imi ar $ackages ota ost

Nu-ioer Lev..1

October 29, 198

Code to Hig;ser Objectives

course in word processor
per year, qualified as intermeaate

. 3

Use Other Side, If Necessary,-Tor

machine operation.
level 4P operators.

Last Year This Package

( 2
N/A 6.000

Items 9, 10, II)
9.

i

I

Objectives of-Tnis Package;

Provide a 044e-semester elective
Train wo to nine graduates

17. Advantages Over Otner Packages

Does not tie uo capital

Gives sufficient practice
tne kind of equipment

Instruction is extensive
higher salaries.

Responds both to student

-
in purchase,ot equipment (machines ere only rented).
with a variety of machines so graduates will be eligible for employment regardless of

--....

used by tire. .., ,,,,

enough to develop a level of skill which allows graduates to command 5100 per month

interests and expressed needs of local employers.

Plans ..

.

level (Pacrage 1) provides enough experience to develop familiar ty, but with only a low

.

and using full-time instructor*(Package 3) offers greater flexib Ity.

11. Advantages of Alternative

\
1. Staying with minimum

expenditure level.
2. Buying more machines

12. Cost Factors
Remarks

Cost Last
Year

Est mated Costs Year LOver Last Year

Acct., No. F.rction Year 1 Year Year 3 Increase Decrease

A-I6-1 Professional Staft
(No.) 0.25

1/2 time, 1 seines -

ter only 0 3.000 3.200 3.500 3.000

1

.

Support Staff
(No.)

B-4 Supplies paper, discs,
ribbons

1

0 500 550 ' 600 500

D-4 Equipment 3 machines 9 200/
'month 0 2,400 2.600 2,600 2,400

JraVPi
.

A-T3 Contractual -

...
kpnvicps ..

lecturer - inset...,

vice training ,. 0
/

100 100 125 100

Miscellaneous N

f
r

4

,l, AL 7 0 , 6.000 6,450 6,825 6,000

ro

SOURCE: Adapted from L. James Harvey, Zer0-Base Budgeting (Washington k DC:
McManis Associates, 1978), Appendix B. E 164`019 1
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0
requests, the quality and accuracy of input is likely to be much higher,
saving time and effort during all subsequent considerations of the data
provided by these contributors.

Making all proposals available for review. Another way to assure wide-
spread opportunity for participation in:the budget process is to allow all
members of the institution to-become aware of the initial requests made by
everyone else. This could take the form of the publication of a summary of
requests, grouped by program or vocational service area. Proponents of
certain ideas could theri detect possible overlap between their proposals and
those submitted by other persons within the institution, or make their own
comparisons concerning the relative validity of the spending proposals.

Publishing interim reports. The budget committee or administrators
Shuld also publish reports of their work after they haVe reached tentative
decisions about spending priorities. Again, this would allow proponents to
see how their proposals ranked and reveal trends in institutional emphasis and
'objectives.. Based on this information, observers could appeal these tentative
decisions or generate new, reasons to justify a more favorable 'reception of
their own proposals.

Holding public hearings and providing open comment periods. Both these
devices provide ways to receive information and opinion from persons who are
not necessarily already involved in the budget proposal or decision process.
For hearings on the institution's budget, the*cemittee might wish to invite
specific persons or organizations to testify (e.g., administrators of other
educational institutions located nearby; representatives of business, indus-
try, and labor groups; or local governmental officials). The committee should
also make time available for anyone to speak, rillardless of organizational
affiliation. Since it might ecT necessary to limit the time of unsched-
uled speakers, the committee coOld also request (or require) written sum-
maries of prepared testimony./Persons appearing before the committee could
speak as individuals or as spokespersons for groups, and they could speakfor
or against specific proposals already under consideration, or even suggest
programs or activities not yet form lly proposed. The members of the commit-
tee should be free to ask questions of, OTreply to, the persons appearing
before them, entering into as much dialogue as time allows.

The open-comment periOd complements, and should follow, each public
hearing of the budget committee. In the case of a departmental budget, there
might not be a hearing--just a discussion at a meeting of all the faculty of
the department or vocational service area--and the comment period could be
informal. That is, the chairperson or director could issue(an open'invita-
tion for any interested person-to drop by the officeto look at the budget
proposals and tentative rankings or to talk about various proposals.

On an institutionwide basis, the invitation might be mord4formal, includ-
ing notices in the press an q broadcast news media and in. institutional news-
letters. These notices should announce the hearing date and specific places
where budget information and proposals could be viewed. Since most comments
would come in written form, this notification should also clearly indicate to r.
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whom submissions should be directed, how long they should be;,in what form
they should be prepared, and the last date on which they would be accepted.

Opening meetings to the public. The final means for providing public
and institutional access to the budgeting process is through allowing public
attendance at the meetings of the budget committee and of the governing board.
Your state may already have passed a "Sunshine Law" relating to the public
nature,of such board meetings. 'Even where not required, your institution can
benefit from observing the spirit of this openness by announcing the date,
time, and place of these me-e-firTj; providing agendas and information sheets to
visitors; arranging the board /committee members oil the tame, side of the tables
and providing amplificatiowto help them be heard; and providing plenty of
room for seating visitors. 4

There is one final item to consider when you.open up your deoision-making.
processes to scrutiny from colleagues and citizens. Just becaute opinion and
information are sought is no guarantee that they will necessarily be adopted,
either in whole or in part. Everyonechas a right to be heard but cannot
necessarily expect that they will beteeded. Thus, announcements of hearinp,
open meetings,, comment periods, an availability of budget documents must.be
accompanied by carefully worded disclaimers making it clear thai' (1), the final
authority and decision lie wifth the board, and (2).the input of all others is
important but, still, only advisory. Such a statement can help avoid the
development of unreasonably high expectations about these participative roles.

Decision-Making Techniques

Do you remember the assumption stated at the outset of this.information
sheet?' We submitted that, in nearly every case, the total amount.of money
requested by subordinate offices and departments will exceed the amount of
money available for allocation at your revel of the organization. Thus, you

(or someone) will have to decide who gets how much. So far,"we've,discussed
how a budget committee can h4p in this process, what tht time sequence of
budget considerations will be, and how interested and involved persons can
observe or participate in the process. Now we must get down to the actual
details of hOw budgeting decisions are made. .

As is true of nearly every type of choice situation (not just the prep-
arationof vocational education budgets), the basic steps are to'(1) generate
alternativds, (2) project the impact and effectiveness of each alternative,
(3) assess the advantages and disadvantages of each impact vs. the cost of the
alternative and vs. the overall goals, and (4) select the alternatives having
the mist advantages. To show just how common this procedure is, let's con-
sider the thinking of Mr. and Mrs. Jones as they face a family decision.

Henry and Irene Jones.bave decided to budget their expenses for the com-
ing calendar year. Last year they never seemed to be able to make ends meet,
have any extra money on hand for emergencies, or even take advantage of sale
prices for some items they really needed. Here's their financial outlook,
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Including Irene's promotion to chief technic n at the refin and Henry's

job as Head Start social service coordinator:'.

tenthly Annual

Total Family Income: $ 2,000 $24,000

Fixed Expenses:
House paymerftvand taxes
Life insurance premiums
Car payments, insurance, tags
Utilities, energy

Subtotal

$ 600 $ 7,200
75 900

300 3,600

125 . 1,500

$ 1,100 $13,200

Subtracting fixed expenses ($13,200) from total income ($24,000) leaves.a
remainder of $10,800 ($900 per month) for the necessities of food and cloth=
ing, plus entertainment, savings, furnishings, education, and other items for.
which they can exert some choice concerning the quality or quantity purchased.

Let's assume that a percentage has been assigned to.each of those areas
/ of "discretionary expense," and that 1,0 percent was allocated to entertain-

ment, including a vacation in'the,summer for which the Joneses will have accu-
mulated $600 by the end of June. As they start now to plan for this vacation,
they ask each other: ..Where will we go'? What will we do? Will We drive or use
public transportation? Will we vacation at all?

N Step 1 in the dec)l'ion-making process is the generation bf alternatives,
so Henry and Irene came up with these: (A) camp in .Glacier National Park
for two weekS,'driving there and back; (B) 'Spend two weeks on the Gulf Coast,
traveling by air; (C) take-two one-week trips (July and October) within
trs-tate, shopping for antiques and taking pictures (travel by auto); and
( don't go.anywhere or take any time off, staying atitiome to fix up the
.house and saving money for next year. .

. ,

Using step 2, they listed some of the following as the impacts of each
Alternative: ,

(A) No"hotel costs,rrising costs arid, uncertain availability of gasoline,
eelaxing.surroundings conducive to reading and photography, cost

4 ; estimated at $400

(B) Moderate charges for resort cottage, high but discountable air fare,
same effect on reading and photography as stated above, cost $600

(C) Modarate motel 'costs, same problems'withgas prices and supply as
option A, opportunity to pursue both Henry's hobby (antiques) and
Irene's tphotography), little disruption of work routines, relatively
low cost outlay at any one time, cost $500

(D) "Cabin` fever" likely to set, in by August, would not break monotony of
professional and do ttt'chores,.family room would finally be fin-
ished and ne, ubbery planted, cost nearly nothing
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DetermininIthe advantages (step 3) carbe accomplished given the effects
listed above, and given that the most important goals were (1) rest and
.relaxation, and (2 pursuit of avocational interests--at as low a cost as
possible.

By following this analysis, the Joneses decided "(step 4), that option
A--the lazy two weeks at Glacier Park--would ile....their best choice. 'Accord-
ingly, they budgeted $400 for this activity and then "reappropriated" the
uncommitted $200 for books on antiques and a new camera lens.

Perhaps a little more discussion about each step would be useful' at this
point. First of all, let's look at the generation of alternatives. Notice
that the.Joheses thought of four alternatives that were quite different from
one another. They might just as easily have developed plans that differed
only in degree: one week on .the Gulf Coast vs. two weeks, for Or,

they could carry THI question of degree to its extreme (as they did with
option D) and pose a "binary" question: go vs. no go, do vs. don't, all or '7;
nothing, and so on.

In your administrative situation, you could ask the directors or coordi-
nators-of programs under your supervision to submit alternative spending
plans along any of these lines (question of kind, question of degree, or do/
don't)... Furthermore; at your level, you and the respective committee might
generate alternatives on a larger scale by grouping the proposals of smaller
programs in various ways. The budget packages could be (1) based,on former
practices, (2) adapted from the practices of other departments or institu-
tions, or (3) created by the resourcefulness of your faculty and staff.

In step 2, you recall that the Joneses estimated the impact, cost, and
effectiveness of each possible choice. Imp4t can be described as some quan-
titative measure of the results of a prograe or activity, one that perhaps
can be derived from reports or the Statistical analysis of data.' Effective-

.

ness, on the other hand, is a qualitative notion requiring that subjective
judgments of value be secured. from a wide variety of persons, both experts and
laypersons. (This alone is a good reason to have a committee.) Some other
factorsthat can be identified and measured for each alternative are ease of
implementation, chance of success, compatibility with other programs, reaction
of staff and other educators, and political feasibility or acc5ptance..

The analysis of these factors into advantages and disadvantages makes up
4 step 3, and it should be obvious how to do this. There is a small problem, of

---0.......course, in deciding the relative weight to be given to each advantage or dis-

advantage. --(Do five-ldttle divdvantages nullify one major advantage of a
proposal?) Having a variety opinions represented on a committee can help.
resolve this question. However, this same diversity of opinion requires that
the institution's priorities be established beforehand and be kept constantly
in mind during the budgeting process.

Perhaps these steps seem self-evident, not all that profoUnd. Consider,
fot'.a moment, however, the other bases on which, or the methods by which, bud-
qet decisions might be made if a reasonable, step-by-step procedure such is-
-,

11,
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the one described were not followed. Some of these less-than-desirable ways
of determining budget amounts are as follows: ,4

The across-the-board sweep--With this plan, if the boss finds there,
is $1.1 million available this year compared to the $1 million for last
year, he/she just gives everybody 10 percent more,,no,questions asked.

The rotation plan--This one's almost as simple, but in this case, the,
administrator gives all $100,000 to trade .and industrial education,
.because distributive education got it last year, and agricultural edu-
cation got it the year before . . .

The squeaky-wheel-gets-the-grease plan--Under this sytem, business
and office education win receive all or most of the "new" $100,000,

, since.their, director makes a point of always showing up at board meet-
ings and tends to dominate most of'the discussion at budget committee
and faculty meetings.

The political expediency model--yolipming this thinking, the admi9-
istratiawit of extra moneyaol_Ifik_clirgc_tor of
home economics and consumer education, whose spouse was just recently
elected to the state board of education and is,thus, in a position to
help the local institution' receive some special contract funds.

The lowest cost plan--Assume that six subordinate administrators have
flied requests for budge; increments as follows: A $60,000; B, C,

and D $75,000 each;-lifld E and F =1100,000 each. Then' A will get the

money, and the remaining $40,000 will g into a contingency accotint.

The fortunate sum concept--If in the revious example, the amount
"-up for grabs" was $260,000, instead of $100,000, the administrator
might decide to allocate it to A, E, and F, since their requests just
happened to add up, fortunately, to the sum of $260,000.

On a more serious note, some particular ways to apply the rational
approach to'budget decision-making have emerged in the last 10-15 years and
are closely tied in with various budg4tary decision-making methods such as
Planning-Programming-Budgeting Systems (PPBS), Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB), and
program budgeting.

OBS, ZBB, and program budgeting have one feature in common: they con- ,

sider "vertical" groupings of expenses (called "decision packages") as the
entities. to be considered during budget deliberations. For example, one such
decisiOn package might *nvolve the proposed addition of a new counselor to the

institution's student services staff. The addition of a counselor is not
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singld expense; it involves a cluster of expenses, including the items listed, 1

in the table below:

Salary for counselor, plus benefits $15,000
Wages for 1/2 secretary, plus benefits 6,000
Travel allowances ' 500
Additional postage, duplication, phone .:

200

Miscellaneous office supplies 300

Total 3227000 1,

One good reason for listing the expentes in this way is that it shows, at
a glance, the additional (marginal) costt required. Had phis proposal been
included instead in the usual "line item" format, the impqications would have
been buried in the large totals for each of many budget lines (e.g., profes-
sional salaries, classified wages, insurance, retirement contributions or -)
payroll tax, conference fees, travel, telephone, postage,'and duplication).

Furthermore, this decision package lists not only the expenditure 'ele--
ue_g

state subsidy of $5,000 were paid for each counselor provided),.and most
importantly (2) the outputs or benefits to be realized from having this
additional counselor on the staff. (For example, it might enable the insti-
tutiontution to implement a certain innovative program, ex end its.contacts with

II - I "I" -I "...He . ' I .

other community agencies or industries, follow up'i s graduates more closely,
provide new services to persons with special needs, or comply with legal

_ ,

mandate's.)
...

Sample 11 shows how a decision package might be laid out. Notice again

that it includes plenty of space for narrative descriptions of -goals and
objectives, benefits, risks, and alternative methods, as well as for the
customary figures on revenue and expense.

s*

The use
..:-/

of decision packages enables the administrator, committee, or
board that is making judgments about priorities to avoid making all-or-none
decisions. Moreover, it's easier for them to decide which units should
receive all of, and which will receive less than, their requested amounts.
However, the decision makers need not be the ones to decide how those budget
units should cope with reduced resources. This happy result f-Ti- made possible,

because the vertical-cluster.approach, represented most dlectively by the ZBB
method, requires each budget unit, or program, to subM(t several packages,
which are implemented (if funded) invincrements. They then can.be arranged in
pridrity order, and the cumulative cost of approving the packages becomes
readily apparent (see sample 12).

Let us consider an example illustrating how decisions were made concern-
ing which packages to budget in a business and'office education service area.
\
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SAMPLE 12

RANKING TABLE FOR THE OFFICE OF STUDENT SERVICES

Rank Services
Package Incremental
Number Cost

Cumulative
Program Cost

1

2

Heal th Services

Counsel ing

i.of 2

1 of 3

$100,000

150,000

$100,000

250,000

3 Career Planning & r
Placement 1 of 3

t
125,000 $ 375,000 .

4 Financial Aid 1 of 3 75,000 450,000

5 Student Development 1 of 4 50,000 500,000

1st cutoff level

6 Counsel ing 2 of 3 15,000 515,000

7 Financial Aid 3 of 3 20,000 535,000

8 Career Planning &
Placement 2 of 3 15,000 550,000

2nd.cutofT TeveT

9 Student Development 3 of 4 5,000 555,000

10 Counsel ing 3 of 3 15,000 570,000

SOURCE: Willie D. Adamson, Zero Base Budgeting: A41!lew Planning Tool for New
Colleges (Arlington, VA: ERIC Document rceproductlon Services, 1978), p. 18.
ED 149 810
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The proposals fr'om the business and o fice education area for the word pro-
cessing program included the followi g decision Ockages:

Base

(Package 1)

1st Increment
(Package 2;
on top of
-packagel)

2nd Increment
(Package 3;
nn top of

Marginal

Plan Cost

Add 6-week un t to
curriculum; 'se a
machine in earby
business o fice

Offer n 1-semester

course rent 3 dif-
feren units; hire
1/2- ime instructor

Offer full 2-year
program moire 1

Package 2) full-time instruc-
tor; buy 1 unit

$ 1,000

$ 6,000

$18,000

Marginal

Benefits

3 graduates per year,
trained for entry-
level job only

6 more graduates
per year, qualified'

for intermediate job
placement

12 more_graduates
per year_ in inter-

mediate/advanced
placement; 20 adult
education students;
recruitment tool

Based on the criteria of impact (benefit), cost, and effectiveness, the
packages were ranked within the entire set of proposals from all bus.iness and
office education programs as follows: Package 1 = 12th, Package 2 18th;

Package 3 = 25th.

The previous example dealt with a new program. Let us look also at a.

program (bookkeeping), within the business and office service area, that
has been present for many years but is concerned with skills being demanded
less by local employers:

Package 1

Package 2
(on top of
package 1)

7.?
Package 3
(on top'--6f

package 2)

Plan

Retain 2 of 3
full-time instruc-
tors; repair old
adding machines

Buy electronic,
calculators

Retain 3rd full.-

time instructor

64

Marginal Marginal,

Cost Benefits

$30,000 20 graduates per year;
10 adult education stu-
dents

$ 5,000 no additional gradu-
ates, but 20 more
adult education'
students

$17,000 more graduates
per year; 10 more
adult edte4144on

students



These-three proposals received the following rankings ithin,the entire
business and office education service area: 4th, 401h, and 30th.

14htn the administrator and budget committee for the business and office
education area listed all the proposals in rank order, they found that the
first 24 proposals required $490,000. Because the target budget for their
service area had been $600,000, they cut off their list here. However, they
strongly recommended that their area receive consideration for the additional
funds needed ($18,000)-to support the next item on their list: package 3 for
the word processing education 'program. Because of its even lower ranking
(30th), package 3 for bookkeeping was deleted from further consideration, at
least for the current year.

Notice that if only the "needs" of current programs had been consider
first (viz, the retention Of all three booming instructors and needed
repair of machines on hand), the entire 500,000 might have all been "spoke
for"'before even the first package of the new word processing program was
considered. The'2BB approach allowed the committee to see just how much value
they could obtain from the first expenditure of orlly $1.400, and e*n.fromIbe

--second-expenditure of $b,000, in the word processing program, both af which
exceeded the benefits to be gained from the $12,.000 needed to retain a third
instructor in an obsolescing bookkeeping program.

The negative effects of these tough-sounding management decisions can be
alleviated by creative administration. For example, the third bookkeeping
instructonomight not need to be "laid off." Perhaps one was about to retire
anyway. Or, maybe this instructor, or one of the other two, might be inter-
ested in acquiring cross-training that would qualify him/her to teach_the new
word processing course.

By applying these concepts of participatory decision-making, You can help
make your budgeting process, and the resulting decisions, more acceptable to
persons within the institution and community. Moreover, by using some of
these specific decision-making t'echniques, the quality of those final budget
decisions should also be nigh, leading to effective and efficient use of
limited resources.
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Activity

The following ','Case Study" describes how a vocationat4ducation
administrator organized a budget committee, considered budget
requests, and r shed a decision.on the next year's operating
budget. Read he situation described and critique in writing
his performa e.

CASE STUDY
r

Shortly ifter;the school year began in September, Jack Deering, super n-
tendent of Riverview Vocational School, realized that it would soon be time\ez
begin work on the budget for the next school yetr. (In his state, both the
fispal and the academic year run from Septewber to August.) He sent a memo
to Lance Ball, the assistant superintendent for asking him to take
charge of the process of obtaining budget proposals from all the heads 9f thee
vocational service areas and administrative offices.

,Around December 10t he'asked Mr. Ball how things were comicig with the
budget. Lance replied tha he really hadn't done much. However, he added,
maybe that wastfortunate, because he had recently attended a business offi-
cers' conference wherd, the speakers had emphas$,red that budgeting ought to be
tied more closely to the planning function, nd more removed from the business
officer'S duties. The speakers had also recommended that a budget advisory.
committee be forged to assist with the budgeting and planning processes.,

e After looki)0 at some of the materials brought back from this-cony -Yerz:
ence, Dr. Deerin§ concluded that he should adoptmany of these;pecommenda-=
tion Early in January, he asked the district board to create a Budget
P1 ning Committee. Then he appointed the following person$,Ito serve: r

Sack Degring, superintendent
Alite Graham, board vice-chairperson
Lance Ball, assistant superintendent

. for business T

Doug Tenace, director; business and
office educat ton

These appointments were Made
or or ..zations represented,

nomina ed because he knew he co
install .a nefi computertfor the f

letter fr the superintendent sta

Debbie Cook, drafting instructor
Ralph Murphy, president, DECA.
m Leach, buildiAg/grounds
supervisor

aseb on the nominations of the respective units
c-ept for Mr. Tena'ce, whom Dr. Deering himself
ld count on him to support hi1s pr4osal to .

lowing,, ear. Each appointee reCtived
g-t length of term, duties, expecta-

tions, and tentative schedule of meets gS. Enclosed was copy of the board
resolution forming-the committee, clearlyvstating that the committee was to
make -only recommendations, not edecisions, about the bUdget.

At its first meeting on February 20th, the committee reviewed the pre=
vidus var's4budget sand the state and local regulations pertaining to.budget

o
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preparation.
schedule:

March- 5

March 30

April 10

May 5

May 10

May 20

June 5

June 25

July 2

BasecLod(these requirements, they developed the following

4

Request-all offices and vocational service yeas to,vepare and
compile their own budget requests by given ,deadlines: (This

announcement would be made by publishi nd distributing the
minutes of this meetin to all*facul and staffliembers.)

All budget requ4S,\t e-turned in to Mr. Ball for compilation;
using each dep, rtment' usual fprmat.

- Committee be ins to consider all.requests.

- Committee publishes tentative-budget recommendation; invites
comment from all members of faculty, staff, and community.

- Public hearing is held on budget recommendation.,

- Committee reconsiders budget recommend ns ed on comments:

and hearing testimony.
,

- Superintendent presents final budget recommendation

pecial, open meeting.

members at regular meeting.

- Board takes 'action on budget a

- Budget is submitted to state dep artment of education for final
'approval.

September 1 - Fiscal year covered by newly approved budget begins2.--

The actual events followed this schedule rather cfosely at the bejnning
and end of the process. However, the budgetFeqdetts were turned-in late.
Furthermore, the compilation of the requests by the business office consumed
more .time than planned. As a result, the committee could not begin to look at
them until April 28th. Also, the committee then took some tine at, the begin-.
ning of their deliberations to ascertain, and in some cases modify, the short-
term goals of the institution as affectedby impending enrollment declines.
As a result, their tentative budget was not developed.untilliay 18. There
wasn't enough time to publish these recommendations, and thelpmmittee con-
cluded that they wouldn't be read anyway, singe everyone was so busy with
concerts", plays, proms, and so on. A few persons did present new information
at this time, so the superintendent and three committee members worked over
the Memorial Day weekend to. take these points into account as. they prepared

Several members of the faculty and coMmunity then appeared at the June

the final diaft:

5th board meeting to ask that they be Oven aiiance to speak about some of
the provisions of the budget being given t oard for consideration.
Several of their objections were noted e e board, which set up a meeting
of their financial committee with th p rintendent to work out some of, these
problems before they ultimately-gave their final approval at a-rather long
meeting on June 25th,

LI
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Compare your completed written cr'itique,of the "Case Study"
with the "Model Critique" given below. Your response need.4lot
exactly duplicate the model response; however, you should have
covered the samg major points.

1._

MODEL CRITIQUE

' Once e got around to a serious effort on the budget, Dr. Deering didn't
do too-b ly. Obviously, however, his first problem occurred when he dele-
gated the budget chore entirely to the assistant superintendent foNbusiQess--
and then did not follow up quickly enough. He wis ly aceepted the advice from
Mr.Ball to integrate the planning and budgeting processes (and divorce them
from the bisiness.office), but he still didn't act as promptly as he needed
to-Lthe.first committee meeting was delayed far too long to February 20th:

The terms of the committee's_ appointment were developed fairly well:
the,duties,, responsibilities, length of service, and advisory role (as

zfip.Posed to a decision-making-one) were clearly spelled out in writing, were
-4originated from the board, and were made a regular part of the school's struc-

ture. Likewise, the composition of t ittee met the criteria of balance
and workable size. Perhaps there s ld ta been a citizen/advisory coun-
cil member'and/or a representative of the pro essional kipport staff (Re,g;,
librarian or counselor) added to the committee, the resulting size of nine
would not have been unwieldy. The appointment of Mr. Tenace by the super-
intendent wasn't exactly fair; better to let the faculty select their own
representatives if indeed,their pointsof/verew is sought on.fhese impOrtant
budget issues. . 4

The committee members acted corretly in quickly reviewing'their tasks,
AUfreMents, and then setting up a cW e of events-with

s ctheY set agood example by pUblishin this schedule and
etemgetings. .Unfortunately, they failed to prescribe a spe-

be followed in submittingbudget requests. Also, the period
to pth probably was not long enough to'alloW for-all the

iating needed before)each vocational service area and adminis-
could produce its own bal4nced, prioritized budget r16quest. The

form and of sufficient time probably explain why the requests -were
--and the lack of unifq.mity robably made the job of compiling and

paring the requests just that mucJ harder and longer.

guidelines, and time
deadlines. Li

the minutes of
cific format to
from March 5t

internal neg
trative ar
lack of
so, 1

°

In turn (the shortage of.time orced theqtmmittee and superintendent to
sacrifice their policy of openness. _They obviously hadn't antfcipated the
competing school activities of late Mae, and they failed to give due considJ
eration to the ideas and opinions of, the many people who would be affected by
the budget. Some provision, regardless of how limited..gr "short-fused,"
should have been made--in lieu of the hearing and open- comment period--to
allow these persons to express themse ves before'the recommendation went to
the board on June 5th.
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The committee's method of %aching decisons about priorities and cost-
4 benefit judgments.for specific budget proposals was not described. They were

correct, at least, in basing their deliberations on the institution's goals'
and objectives. It would, of course,.have bpen better if they had been work-
ing on the objeCt,ivi statements between February 20th and mid-April., rather
than waiting until the budget proTYT finally came to their attention at the
April 28th-meleting.

Level of Performance: Your completed written critique should have covered
the sppe.'major points as the "Model Oitique.". Ifoou. missed some points,
or have questions about any additional points you made, review the mate dial

in the information sheet, "Making Decisions to Arrive at a Balanced, Budget,"
pp. 49-65, or check with your resource person if necessary.

,

Overall, the superintendent had, after a weak start, developed an accept-
,

able plan, one that could work in subsequent years if he (11 started to imple-
ment it much earlier in the school year, (2) developed a standard format to be
followed by subordinate units, and (3) scrupulously adhered to a policy that
provici.sd'for fair and timer access to publjc.par'ticipation.

4

(
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The following4"Case Situation" involves an administrator who
must choose between two budget proposals. Read the situation
described, review the two competing budget requests, and decide
which of the two you would recommend for funding. Write down .

0
your choice, and describe your rationale in choosing that
request instead of the other one.

CASE SITUATION

Based on the lessons learned from the previous year's experience, .

, Dr. Deering organized the school's budgeting efforts Much more' effectively
the following year. Among other things, he activated the budget/planning
advisorykcommittee much earlier; and the schedule they set up allowed a great
deal more time for the administrators of subordinate units (vocational service

, area chairpersons and heads of administrative offices) to develop and decide
among budget proposals within their respective areas. .

James Wagner; the director of the trade and industrial (T & I) area, is
considering one such decision now. He and his five-member T & I budget plan-
ning task orce--including a member of the T & I Advisory Committee--have
already arranged most of the program proposals (set forth by the instructors)
in, priority order. These proposals have "used up" all but $20,000k of -the

estimated resources tentITTNielfallocated to T & I. There are several pro-
posals.still to be considered, but the most worthy ones seem to be the fol-
loying:

p

, Drafting (full-staff option)--This occupational specialty formerly
involved two full-time faculty, and graduated about 10-15 students per
.year. In addition', students in other, related T & I specialties took
drafting courses' as part of their curricula (machine tools,'carpentry,
lrescaping, farm management). DatarObtajned from the advisory ciommi-t-
tee add lotal industries seem to indicate that the need for draftsper-

.,

sonS,is*clining. The supply matches-the demand within the region,
and the jobs offer relatively good pay,but little opportunity for
advanCement. Moreover, severa) of the drafting tables are old and
require either extensive repair or replacement.

A budget request, which would retain one.of the instructors, has
already been approved. That would be.sufficient.staff for the course
for students from other curricula but would accommodate only five
students specializing in drafting per se. The smaller classes would
not need to use 'the defective tables, three of which could be sold for
a modest salvage price.

This proposed decision packZge would retain the second instructor as
well, buy five rieli-tabl,es over a three-year period (three of them next
year), and provfide for the repair of existing tables.
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Printing and Graphics (computer typesetting option)--This decision
package would enhance the current occupational-specialty, which already
teaches skills in lirrotype operation, composition, layout, print plate
making, and printing press operations

Advisory committee members and others in the community have reported
that most newspapers, commercial printers, and industry publications
Officesin the region now use,second-generation equipment involving

appears to.betrrimmediate need fos/eight to ten qualified operators of
. computerized "cold type" setting and composition procedures. There

such machines, th an estimated sustaining need of five to eight oper-

ators per year. Entry salaries are fairly attractive, but the poten-
tial for advancement <is unknown so far.

, To add this option to the gdaphics curriculum, the school would need
to add one full-time instructor and lease three pieces of equipment;
Their purchase cost is prohibitive at the moment, but part of the lease
payment can be applied toward eventual purchase. Of course, the con-
sumption of paper, ink, and other supplies would increase,

r
To provide work experience for the students.gthe school would have all
of its printing done by the graphics shop (e.g., school newspaper,
.adult education brochures, parent/community newsletters, posters, and
tickets). Also, the service would be provided to community nonprofit
organizations on a,cost-of-matgrials basis. Both activities would gen-
erate revenue for the program Snd save the school the cost of printing.
4

In making a decision, Mr. Wagner and the committee want to consider the
schools goals and objec/ives. Those that appear relevant include (1) to pro-
vide vocational educatio% to students in areas that give them skills leading
to immediate employability; (2) .to provide a pool of trained, skilled labgj
that meets the needs of local business and industrial employers; (3) to pro-
vide education opportunitiesr.for area adLlts seeking to change vocations or
upgrade'skills in their current career fielOs; (4) to utilize taxpayers' otol-'
lars in the most efficient and effective means possible; (5) to allow for
limited curricular innovation to keep pace with technological, change in edu-
cation and those skill areas taught; and (6) to provide facilities and ser-,
vices useful to local citizens as'individuals or groups.

" ,"11 you, were perm-4;14,d,
Zgr.posale (presented here ;13,1j.dorm

select' for inclusion ins
.414,7;

4n3V4. kt

Strifglj° r
e. tf.kik

.3
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A BUDGET PROPOSAL/REQUEST FORM
(arranged by program, also compatible with PPBS OR ZBB System)

recision !nit 2. 'erson 'reRar ng_ 'r ority 'at ng .. Cost enter

Drafting
Full-staff option Debbie Cook -

. ,

Trade and Industrial

5. Package Number or Level 6, Date Prepared 7. No. of Similar Packages 8. Total Cost

2nd Increment December 9, 198-

Last Year This Package

' 515,040 518,020

9. Objectives of This Package; Code to Higher Objectives (Use Other Side, If Necessary, for Items 9, 10, 11)

Graduate ten more students per year into general drafting jobs
Provide faculty for and support to one adult education class per year

10. Advantages Over Other Packages

Goes beyond mere service courses for other T & 1 skills (machine tools, ag. housing, carpentry; landscaping
Provides way to respond to industrial inservice training needs

11. Advantages of Alternative Plans
0 'tVa

Could use part-time lecturer for industrial inservice clalses
Don't glut market with drafting graduates qualified only for liptry-level positions

12. Cost Factors

e. Function Remarks
. Estimated

Cost
Est mated Costs Year 1 Over Last Year

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Increase Decrease
Professional Staff 13,400 14,100 14,900 760

Instructor, full-time, 10 months
+ overtime assignment:

evening class, 36 hours

12,800

600
.

Support Staff 500 525 560 30

5% of time of T & 1 secretary 500

Operating 1,870 1,960 2,080 340

Maintenance of drafting tables

Miscellaneous supplies
Blueprint machine solutions
Indirect (.05 of salaries)

500

, 500

200
670

-.

Equipment 1,500 525 560 1,500

3 Drifting tables

* ( +1 each of next2 years)

*travel

1,500

450 450 500 50

1 State meeting--1 & 1 .

1 Technical seminar
50

400

Miscellaneous 3004 - - 300

Forego income from sale of
3 used tables

/7

TOTAL '- 18,020 17,560 18,520 2,980

SOURCE: Form adapted from Harvey, Zero-Base Budgeting, Appendix B.
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A BUDGEfIRDP,X4/REOUEST FORM
(arranged by program, aipmeompatible with PPBS OR ZBB System)

1. Decision Unit 2. Person -Preparing . 3. PrioritorRatimi 4. Cost Center ,

Printing and Graphics
Complier typesetting

option
,

William Meadows 4

.t '

7-

. Trade and Industrial

5. Package Number or Level
f

6. Date PrepaTede 7. No. of Sidilar Package 8.. Total Cost ..

4

3rd Increment

.

. ,
December 17, 198- t'

'

1
.

'

Last Year This Package
At

N/A $19,785
.

.

$

9.

,

?
Objectives of this Package;, Code to Highq Objectives Use Other Side, If Necessaat for It s 9, 10, 11)*

. :

Graduate six students per year with capprehensjve ("hot" and "co)d ) typesettf0 skills

Provide faculty and equipment to support' tcee Nmlt educatioh classes per year
11, .

Support institutional printing needs up to 10 jobs and 200,000-impressions per month
Provide rapid response for community nonprofit job orders at cost

10. Advantages Over Other Padkages ' .

>

Gives students experience and skill training on most modern( printing ifeatods
Allows curreotly employed printers to add vp-t4-date skills
By-product of T-house printing capability
Reduces purchases of lead for old linotype machines

-

and equipment

H. Advantages of Alternative PlAst -

x. i)
Utilize low-cost. surplus rriachines rather than requiring lease/purchase of new computerized equipment

1.

12. Cost Factors
Function, Remarks

Estimated ,

Cost
Est mated Costs Year 1 Over Last Year

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Increase Decrease
&Professional Staff . 14,700 15,500 16,400 14,700

Instructor, full-time:710 months
Lecturer. 1 eveninOweek
evening class,

i
36 hours

. 13,500
1.260

,

.
.

'

Support Staff. 0 2,000 2,100 2,230 2,200

f10% of time of T 8 I secretary
4. shop assistant

-

2,000
.

Operating .

0 j 6,235 6,60d 7,000 6,23'

2, -

Paper--2,500 reams @ 1.80 ,

Printing plates--aluminum
Ink and cleaning solutions
Indirect (.05 of salaries)

4,500

600

400
' 735

a

.

.

Equipment (all including maintenance;

,0 50% applies to purchase) ,
6,500 7,000 7,200 , 6.,500

LeaseType-O-draph @ 200/po.
Lease -- Compute -A -Set @ 300/mo.

Lease- -Photo Plate Maker 0 150/mo.

. /

2,000
3,000

. r,sod
.

.1,

<

,.

q 3'
.

Travel ... / 350 370 400 350
I

_1 State meeting - -T 8 1.0

1 Technical SeminarChicago
. _

50

' 300 .

.

Miscellaneous .Q0,000) (11,00d) in,aoo) (10,000)
,

Intome: Charge for printing to
other departments and offices

. Sa4ings vs. doing work commercially
Charges to community organizations

\-. Nno o

4,000 '

/ 2,000
3,800

1

,

.

,

.

TOTAL
. 19,785 20,570 .1.2Q,210 19,785

r

SOURCE: Form adapted from Harvey, Zero-Base Budgetin9,,Appendix B.

4
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Compare you r written choice and rationale with the "Model
Selection" given/below. Your choice need not follow tradtTF
the same rationale as given here. In fact, since both pro-
posals were sound, it,'s entirely possible that you could have
chosen the other propbsal, for equally defensible reas s.

However, yorigfiTiulil have consigered at least some of t h same
principal factors and followed some of the same lines o rea-
soning in making your decision.

MODEL SELECTION

The graphics program probably is preferable to the drafting program. In

your analysis, you should have constidered the following factors, or similar

ones, even though your conclusions might not be the same as those listed here:

Support of school's goals and objectives--Both programs have elements
that deal with training needs of students, skill needs of employers,
and adult education opportunities. However, the employabiTity of that
Many drafting graduates is questionabld, and the graphics pr6gram has a

larger adult education component.

With respect to innovation and services to the community (goals 5
and 6), only the graphics program meets these criteria.

Output per dollar of input--Both programs are about equal; drafting
will have more graduates, but graphics includes more adult education
courses.

Respoviveness to community needsThe graphics innovation seems to
.be a suitable response, whereas continuance of the drafting program
seems to ignore the information about a contracting, dwindling job mar-
ket. .

)

i Internal impactss always hard to reduce or discontinue an exist-
ing program, because it might-lead to disappointed students or the
unemployment of personnel. Thus, the inclination is to favor draft-
ing over graphics unless the superfluous second instructor can be
reassigned, trained irha new teaching area, or was leaving anyway'to
retire or seek other employment.

, Long-range coMMitmentsBoth programs are about equal ib.,,t)his regard.
The total costs of each are rising by a few, percent--scarcely more than
the anticipated rate of inflation. Since the new typesetting machines
are ,being leased, not purchased, the new program could be discontinu
without financial loss or expanded without requiring a large luip-
expendiVire. On the other hand, there malt --be continuing need to reno-

vate or replace the aging drafting tables.
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Level of Performance: Your completed selection,and rationale should have
--- ..included many of the same major points and observations as the model. Since

there was not a preponderake of evidence on eicfler side, your selection of
the drafting program, instead of the graphics ()fie, would still be acceptable.
Your analysis, however, should have included most of the same factors. If you
missed some points or have questions about any additional or different conclu-
sions you. might have reached, review the material in the information sheet,
"Making Decisions to Arrive at a Balanced Budget," pp. 49-65, or check with
your resource person if necessary.

11.1.11.
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.Learning Experience III

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, analyze given budget
data, and recommend needed budget revisions based on that

analysis. .

Activity

ftami}

.

You will pe reading the informktionstieet, "Implementing and
Evaluating a Budget," pp., 79-84.

You will be reading the "Case Study," pp. 85-87, analyzing
the budget data provided, and recommending needed budget
revisions, based on your analysis. .*

You will be evaluating your competenCy in analyzing budget
data and recommending budget revisions by comparing your
responses with the "Model Responses," pp. 89-90.

. _

>
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Activity

tiftiFor information about how to implement and evaluate the budget,
read the following information sheet.

IMPLEMENTING AND EVALUATING A BUDGET

Once the forms for generating budget requestsand estimates have been
devised, and after the system for making budget decistons4las been lnsti-
"tilted, the.task of enforcing and followingthetrOdget is relatively straight.
forward. Nevertheless, there are several principles you need to know in order
to (1) perform this task more efficiently,, and (2) .avoid the inherent tendency
for an administrator to become unpopular while completing these assignments.
In addition, you need to be aware of how frequently you should "revisdlyour
budget preparation procedures so that they will .become even more efficient and
acceptable.

Budget Control and Enforcemerir"--

There are, several ways, besidehe traditional line-item Method, to
analyze, estimate, or compare costs ...'Fortunately (forjoth the administrator
and auditor), certain concerns -- resolution of costs into their fixed and
variable components, the calculation of average or marginal casts, and even
the recognition 6f certain expenses as direct or indirectdan now be left
behind,. for the most part. This is because it is only.when preparing budget
requeits that each of the departments/vocational service areas includes cer-
tain percentages of the cost of the chief administrator's office, audiovisual
services, or computer operations, and so on, as part of their oweindirect
expenses. Once decisioni0about levels of services or types and numbers of
programs have been madel_the total cost of operating the chief administra-
tor's office, audiovisual center; or computer center is reaggregated under
the respective office's account. The head of that office is then held respon-
sible for ensuring that,the hudgeted amounts are not exceeded.

Perhaps 'sample 13 will make this clearer. Note that departmentssA,
B, and C budgeted for the'use, or "consumption," of $30,000, $20,00,0, and
$10,000, respectively, for indirect,administrative services, prorated based
on their projected FTE enrollments. (Those cost lines were not further dif-
ferentiated in their case.) Once the final annual budget has been adopted,.
owever, those amounts are retrieved,as a, sum of $60,000 for the chief adthin-

rator's office. For purposes of budgetary control and for reporting to,
or eing audited by, the state government, $57,709 Of this total is then
tr ken down into the three broad areas--personnel services, opehting, and
equipment - -with many line items in each area (the remaining $2,300 is his/her
office's awn indirect costs, which revert in turn to the business office).
Should the chief administrator be involved in more statewide meetings or pro-
fessional conferences than he/she expected, the travel payments and requests
might exceed the $3,000 allocatton, and adjustments would have to be made.
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ALLOCATION AND SU

MPLE 13

EQUENT RETRIEVAL OF INDIRECT COSTS

A. Line-Item Version (for budget control purposes)

Program: Chief Administrator's Office

Personnel: Professional salary $30,000
Clerical wages 10,000

Benefits (insurance, retirement) 10,000'

$50,000

Operating: /Office supplies, paper 650

/Postage 300

Copying 400

Telephone 950

Travel 1,000

Professional association dues 2,000

Conference fees 5,300

Equipment: Word processor rental 2,40Q
2,400

Subtotal 57,700

Business Office Indirect Charges (4% of subtotal) 2,300

Total $60,000

B. Program Budgeting/ZBB Version (for budget decision, priority ranking pur-

poses)

Note that chief administrator's office was also assessed an indirect cost
charge of 4% of the total budget, or,.$2,300, for services provided by the -.

business office (processing travel vouchers and cleaning the office area).

The resulting total of $60,000 is now allocated to the three acaddMic
departMents on the basis of their budget size, in this case using a factor

Thus, the bottom of the budget sheets for each detpartment would look like
this:

0 :, Subtotal
Indirect Costs:

Admin. @ 6%
Total

80

Dept. A Dept. B\ Dept. C

$500,000 $333,333 \ $166,667

30,000 20,000 10,000

$530,Q00 $353,333 $176,667
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In general terms,'.by adopting the budget, he board has empowered each
budgetary/administtative unit to go ahead and send that amount of money
withip the cotfines of its intentionsrIThe ind vidual spending (or revenue
raising) actions wtll_not require the further attention of the board. This

,'general authority is limited only special ca es in which a particular Our-
Nahase, contract, 'or appointment it so signif.ican--either in terms of dollar

moudt or expected duration--that4the specific deliberation and assen of
the board must be 'sought. ThuS, the purchase of a $300,000 computer, he
execution of a'five4ear snow rerval',agreemen f, or, the granting of tenure
do`require mbre'than the roOtine sign-off of t purchase order or contract
F .--y the Ter,on in charge of the department or of ice to be charged withthe
`expense.'

Budget Status ng

trice, in mo eases, approval of purchaSe or personnel expenditures will
b ap jroved at relebkely decentralized, lower levels, it 4Jessential that ,

jnforMlat5on about current buelget balances be provided to these persons. (Not
to do so would be rather lilte not telling your spouse that you wrote akcheck
against funds ip your joi\t account, or how much the check was written for.)
This siroation is compl,ca ed by.tpe fact that the acttol.charges for items
often vary from the estimated that the chairman/director may have
already approved. Such dIcrepancies arise because of skipping costs, par-,

.tially canceled orders,.qu$ntity discounts, or, other factors ! It ls Suf.-
ficient for now to note'that, ittNut currenr,'timely, accurWte, complete,.
and usable information -about thd income and outgo of funds for which he/she
is responsible%'the administtrqtcl is "flying blind'" in attempting to control
them.

If they are to be current and timely, the rep s shdud.be available on
a regular basis--probably monthly since many state from vendors and most
payroll actions occur with that frequency. It is n t4,ieeessary for these
reports to be distributed to anyone else but theNdepartment/offAce involved-.
However, highenAlUthorities, including the board, may wish to.Leceive less
detailed reports on perhaps a quarterly basis. In this may, they could get a

-Neroad perspective on how rapidly ehe institution is expending its resources
and detect any unusual trends that are emerging. The budget committeesat
various levels could be used"profitably't analyze these.reports, or they
might find this information useful as y begin to work (already) on the
next Siear's budget.

o-
4. FO'r further detail concerning the flow of )Durchasing information, yeti may
wish to refer to Manage Pe-Yurchase of Equipment, Supplies, and .Insurance, .

cart of the Competency-Based Vocational Education Administrator Module Series
(Columbus, OH; The National Center for Research irk Vocational Education, The, *,
Ohio State Untversity, 1980).
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V v./by or for subo inate units. However., they should law easy comparisons

between budget forms. f' They .also should conform to he requirements of state
auditors and--t the tomat adopted for reports made to the board. In-this
way, the business office can readily aggregate monthly reports into quarterly
or annual summaries. ,

1 :

To 'be complete an ,usable, these reports should be organized Ainto a for!'
mat compatible with e budget request *documents. The fPrmats wotild not be
identipl becau as we have already noted indirectfosts are not report'ed

Budget Revision

Stiortly :after th midyear point -soon alter the second cumul ative' guar-
terly report has been sued--the administrators and their respective budget
committees should meet rmal.ly to determine if revisions (reallocations of
funds) must be made. Ob ,iouslyNhey now have new information that was not at
their disposal when the made decisibns eight to ten monthS earlier based only
on estimates. For a'ample, by this time the actualenrollnient, both in total.
and by various areas, is known, as are the receipts from local taxes or state
subsidies. Grants or contracts, which were in the proposal sta0e back then,
have either been awarded to. the institution, or el se official s Rave learned
that they -will not be receiving the funds requested. On the expense side of
the ledger, costs will also be known-more accurately: Inflation might have
exceeded even' its predicted rate, or the nonavarlabilit; of certain items
might, on the other hand., have reduced total expenditures.

Most important of al 1 , the outputs, or impacts, of variods-programs
will now be emerging. -Perhaps the circulation rate of the library has not
risen as much .as had been anticipated it Would as a result of the publication
of a handbook. On the other hand,- noncredit adult education courses might
have generated very/high enrollment's, with people asking for more offerings.
The food/hotel management program might be doing a booming business -with the
institution' s restaurant, whereas the dental hygiene clinic might have experi-
enced-a shortage of patients.

The budget committee cannot confine its attention only to numbers, how-
ever; the written or oral comments of responsible instructors and administra-
tors must be solicited and heard.

Once all pertinent information is available, the committee needs to
reexamine the decisions made before the fiscal. year began.and, then, to
transfer funds if necessary and feasible (1) between programs (e..g., from

- the library to adult edUcationT, (2) among types of expense (e.g., from_
part-time .salaries _to.travel., or from polltfige to ,tel el:1one) , or (3). out of
(usually)ly) a contingency /reserve fuid into other funding categories. These
decisions don't necessarily follow a logic that "those who need, get." For
example, a -program that appears unlikely to achieve more than 60 percent of
its goals, given current levels of resources, - probably would not deserve a
near-doubling of its al VcAion. The ame amount of money might better be
spent to pilsh a "95.percent prOject" ver the;top, or even to support an
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upward revistdn of the goals of a Program that has already--even at midyear- -
achieved its goals and shows promise of having even greater impact if given
more resources.

At midygar, there,is still sufficient time for the committees to consider
evidence and deliberate on their recommendations to the board, .which mutt

0- ultimately approve budget modifications. Such will probably not be these .

during "elerrith-hour (i.4,, after the next. -to -last month reports
have been distributed). T committees might want to give genera].'guidelines
to the respecb,ive akinistMlitor concerning what'fa6tOrs he/she '§,bottld consider
,in recommendingAo-tlite board any last mtnute, finely tunedbudget revisions
just before thelrfiscal year ends.. In fact, it behooves everyone to-maintain a

Le "wish of proposed purchases that might enable them to wisely spend year-
end balances.' By miintaining such lists, the purchasing department/agent,
'could have already shopped around to develop accurate specifications and close
price estimate sand could act at etc to requisition a needed, useful item if
the funds bec available.

Budgets EvaluatiOn,

/The final asst nmerft for an adminiSttrator or committee involved in the
preparation otivdge sqls',that df evaluating their budgeting process apd
results. 'Crucial to- theirperformance of this task is the retention of good
records ,(the Origi4,1 propel. al and worksheets, minutes of meetings', rlioorts
of he rings, letters of comment) and the publication of two reports; nen
int im report aft the bddget has been adopted by tie board (gist before the
fi cal 'year begins), an442). a final report after the fiscal year itself has
e ded and after actual revende/expenditures/outcomes are known.

The committee should als84dev-Oop answers to some of .the following evalu-
ation questions, as'well as ones Ulu devise themselves:

Did the'Composition'of the: budget- committee adequately represent
those parts of the institution and_jts environment having the most at
stake or the most interest in budget decisions?

Were the deadlines and mileposts.set bythe'committee feasible? Were
they met?

iias sufficient information abat the budgeting process given to those
from whom budget requests and proposals were solici,ted? Were the forms
and formats clear?

Was enough technical assistance from the business or institutional
research office available to aid budget preparers?

Was enough supporting information (about broad goals, trends,
requirements) provided to facilitate the forMulati-61 of reasonable
subgoals and objectives? OFF

.
Did the decision-makingwmethods employed help e committee,
administrator, and board reach a speed decisio with a minimum o
discord?

1.

,,
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How accurate were the estimates of revenue, expenditures,. and )

outputs? .. .

. .
How satisfied were the major interest groupS of the institution

(students, faculty, staff, administration, board, and community) with

the budget process and the final alloodtions'? What suggestions can . ,

they offer fdr improvement? \,

The answers to these and other questions should be (1) formulated based

on the information i found in the early portions of the committee's report, and

then (2) presented in'the report's final section. Most importantly, the com-

mittee must develOp recommendations basted on their findings and suggest .ways

to maximize thetbes, or correct' the worst, Of the .previ_oUs'yeir's experi-

ences. The pr.actices they recommendafter the interim report (i.e., at the .

very outset of the year for-which ttnAgt,4ve just completed a budget) will be

invaluable to the next year's committsimilar mission and membershikt_but
not necessarily the same persons) as it starts the cycler-at-I--over again.%

Recommendations about procedure will be particularly helpful and timely at

this point. 9

The final reportthe' one filed after the fi-sc al year- has ended--will of

course. be able to intlude:an assessment of the accuracy of estimates and will

give.more specific information about the overall adequacy of the budget deci-..

sions made nearly one and a half. years earlier. As such, it will n& affect

the current year's budget' committee work as much as it will the next one, but

the wheels keep on .turning . . .

N./
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The folloWinO "Case, Study' describes a situation in which an
administrator and a budget advisdry committee are reviewing

,,,,budget compliance reports in the midst,of a fiscal,year.

Review the situation and the budget reports, and then describe
in writing what actions, if shy, should be taken to revi-se the
resource allocations to the three offices involved. Explain,
also, your rationale for each recommended action you suggest.

.4

CASE STUDY

It is late in March, and President Allison Chambers of Hoover Technical
Institute (HTI and her budget advisory committee are reviewing the second
quarterly finan ill reports showing.actual versus r6F-Ected-tud-get
tures by progra areas for the ecember l't roug ebruary 28. In

addition, they have recei e progress reports from'all department chairper-
sons and directors of administrative offCces. At the moment, their attention
ins directed to three sees of reports, those fbr the offices of admissions,,
placement, and career counseling, summarized bel,ow:

*****************************************************************************

. © Pr8jected
'ADMI'SSIONS ' ) (entire year)

, ,

dtObjectives (,.

New students accepted -
Applications received
Inquiries, contact
High sChoolfind,,c14b,visits

,,;... 'Open houses; visitations
tl; Fa'ir,,garden show displays

Interns trained 1

I . '.

Expenditures
i.4

'A.

Director and secretary $28,060' .$14,"000

.Interns
. 6,000 .

A
2,000 4

Travel--local area k- 300 150.

,4R 4 prof.' conferences N., .e-700 3,0O
Printing 5,000 4,50tV
Posfage, elephone 3,500 2,000
A6vertising 51000 . : 2,500
Miscellaneous and'iriOrect 1,500 600

TOTAL $50,000 $26,100

r
, 4

Comments: "only one part-rime intern was made available from the student
personnel program of a nearby uniyersity. That staff shortage, pfus
extremely severe winter weather', have reduced the n41ber.of .schoo4 and ser-
vice club visits, and caused a consequent lag,in inquiries, applications,

,

S .
' f

g
41 $

Actual

(to date)

'1,000 .,,'--- swittlfr

1,100. 430.

2,300 900
50 .( by- May) 25
12 6 \
8. \ 43
2 (0+-May) - 1

0(1.



and admissions. Likewise, certain time- or staff-related expenditures are
below budget, but all printing', and most advertising, funds are being expended
on schedule: WE NEED HELP!":

******************************************************************************

PLACEMENT
, Projected
(entire year)

Actual
(to date)

ObAt i ves ,

usiness and industry contacts 80 (by May) 60

Seminars for 'seniors '6 4 '

Publication of "prospectus" on
.

seniOks,, with vitae . 1 (by March) 1

Job orders received , 600.(Jan.-Mat). 300

One--two- and five-year.
.

follow-ups conducted 3 (by March) 2 1/2

Interns trained 1 , 1

.Expenditures
Director and 1/2 secretary $23,800

Intern 3;000

Travellocal, area 200

prof. conferences 500

Printings 2,000

PoStage, telephone 1,000
Miscellaneous and indirect 500

'TOTAL $31,000.

$11,900

1,900 .

150'

250

1,000
500
240

$15,940

Comments:. "Activities in -this office are pretty much up to date, thanks to

the outstanding competency of the'intern, who learned the operation of the
,program very quickly and is bothNa real "self-:starter" and a personable repre
#entative of the:college with local,employers. Most visits were made either

before or after the blizzards, so they were not affected. The "prospectus,"
recently mailed to prospective employers, is already ,generating a heavy flow
of inquiries about employing our graduates--and cost only half of the esti-

mated printing charges."

******************************************************************************

Projected Actual

CARtErt COUNSELING (entire year) ... (to date)

r
Objectives 4

Career days' 3 (NOv.IJan.,, 1
AR

' April) .
.

Adult education classes on

career change
51 v.

6 2

Pdblic seminars on career 1 ,,,

lange 2 4 1
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Projected
(entire year)

Actual

(to date)

Counseling sessions--
group .

12
.

3
individual 200 80

Interns trained 1 (Oct. -May) 1

Expenditures
Director and 1/2 secretary
Intern

Travel--prof. conferences
Printing

fostage, telephone
Miscellaneous and indirect

`TOTAL

$20,000
3,000

400

.,600
500
500

$25,000

$10,000
1,500

220

550
200

r 230

$12,700

Comments: "Since this is a new program venture of the college, and because
the director is fairly inexperienced, activities have been slow to get off
the ground. Also, the intern was not assisged until November 1st (one month
late). The January career day .was postponed because of the blizzards and is
now rescheduled for March 10th. All publicity brochures are complete and have
been distributed. News of-the career service seems to be'spreading now by
word of mouth, and response has been posittrhie, so we expect an increase in
counseling appointments and'ovortunities for group sessions or seminars."

.--

*****************************************************************************

In addition to these reports, the committee has been' informed by the
vice-president for administration and student services, Charles Finn,. that
all three of the directors concerned are quite familiar with the operation
of each other's office and are about equally ;-welThAnown tKroughout,the insti-
tute's service area hree-offices are now running smoothly. HerecOm-
mends that the a missions office not only complete its schedule of high school
visits-but-broaden itt to include sources of nontraditional students as well.

----He further urges, that.additional funds be directed toward more advertising,
another series of brochures, and a mass mailing about HTUs summer schedule'of.
classes. These latter three measures would cost,$5,000.

Presidenr.Chamberi,as well as the chairpersons of some vocational
departments, are concerned over the slowe -than-normal admissions progress
and generally support these recarrmendatiphs from Mn. Finn.

Overall, HTI's budget is being followed fairly closely. The committee
has alreadxrecommended a transfer of $20,004 from the, contingency account
(estimated balance before transfer: $80,000) tdkcover mandated faculty/staff
pay raises and pension contributions. Pending its consideration are requests
to transfer funds for some capital purchases (Mijor equipmtint)
priority 1 = $15,000; priority 2 = $25,000; priority 3 = $15,000.

B7
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Compare your-Zompleted written responses with the "Model
Responses" given below. Your analysis -, recommendations, and
rationalerieed not correspond exactly to those given, but you.
should have listed many of the same major points and reached
several of the same major conclusions.,"

MODEL RESPONSES

A

Analysis

In approximate terms, the status of the three offites under considera--
tion, with respect to budget progress and attainment of objectives, is as
follows:

Objectives Budget

Admisgions 40%-50% 50%+
Placement 60%-80% 50%+

Career Counseling 30.%-40% 50%

Since the year is half over as of the end of the second-quarter reporting
period, all three offices are about on schedule with their expenditures, but
only the placement office is up to date with its pldn of work or is meeting

- its expectations.

The problem with the career counseling office does not seem to be one ,

that couldbe corrected eithr with more money or personnel: in fact, its
operation now seems to be wTrkinTas-well as hoped. If it does not attain 100
percent of its.goals, the institution will not be sorely handicapped.

. In admissions, however, a drop in performance could harm the institu-
tion's enrollment and, thus, its revenue, prestige, and productivity on
behalf of the community. There is enough money left to fund the remaining
activities as originally planned, but that might not be enough. Also, the
director and the sole intern, by themselves, might not be able both. to catch
up with the snow-delayed visits and to contact the other groups suggested by
Vice-President Finn.

,/

On the plus side., there are $3,000 extra dollars" available from the
salary allocation for the vacant intern position.

14-

Finally, it appears that some "external" funds are available in tHe form
of traopfer.from the contingency account (competing with capital requests of
varying urgency), and the other directors both seem-t0-be -*lifted to "help ,--.

out-1
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Recommendations and Rationale

I

I- . Assign the placement director to assist the admissions officer orl a half-
' time basis,- carrying out the extended routed of community visits. Based

on a full-time monthly salary.of $1,250; she could work as much, as five
months $3,125--about equal to the personnel services money available
in the admissions account. (The intern seems to be well qualified to_kee°
the placement office going in the meantime.)

2. Tr4hsfer funds from the contingency account to admiWons in the amount of
the requested $5,000, after the transfer for priority 1 capital equipment

,purchases ($15,000) is made. When added to the aforementioned transfer of°
$20,000 for personnel .alariesvand pensions; this would leave the con-
tingency account at $40,000. ($80,000 mihus $40,000).

3. Defer any more transfers for capital equipment until very late in the
fiscal year (the "eleventh-hour review"), lest some more urgent use for .

the remaining. $40,000 develop in the meantime. (During the interim, the
purOlasing officer could be securing firm price estimates on the equipment
specified in Priorities 2 and 3 and preparing standby purchase orders, in
the event. the funds did ultimately become available.,)

4. Recommend to Vice-President Finn that perfbrmance qstimates, especially
for the career counseling Affice, be calculated more acc4rately for the
coming year (for whichhe budget is probably bein'g consAered at about
this same time).

5. COmpliment the - vice - president and the placement director for their effi-

cient and effectiVe use of resources in the placement area;c,onsider that
as a highly cost-eftidient office, worthy ,.of additional funds next year,.

Level of Performance: Your co4pleted analysis and recommendations should have
included many of the same major poinfs as the "Model ReSponses." If yot
missed some points or have que'stions about any-addiSj 2.ona-1po-i-rrts-lrbtr-m-ght

have made, review .the material i4 the information sheet, "Implementing and
Evaluating a Budget," pp. 79-84, or check with your resource person if neces-
sary.

IF
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Learning Experience IV

FINAL EXPERIENCE

----

While, working in an actual administrative situation,:prepare

vocational education budgets.*

-Th

429,71i*

Activity As part of your administrative responsibility, prepare one
each of at least two of the four kinds of budgets (annual

operating, capital, long-range, or project) for a vocational

eduCation institution or program. This will include--

considering general institutionwide or programwide

objectives

determining resource requirement5 of various alterna-
.

tive programs

allocating resources and responSibilities to the'main
parts and persons of the organization

invoNing key persons in the preparation, decision
making, implementation, and evaluation Of budgets

NOTE: Due to the nature of this experiencerYou will need.

to have access toan actual administrative situation90 an
extended period_of time.-

As you complete the various activities, create or preserve

documentation of these activities (e.g., budget memos,

minutes of budget committee meetings, draft ,budget pro-

posals), or maintain a tape-recorded or written log, for

assessment purposes.

a

continued

*If you are not currently working in an actual administration situation, this

learning experience may be deferred, with the approval of your resource per-

son, until you have access to an actual administrative Situation.,

4C



FINAL EXPERIENCE continued

Arrange to have your resource person review the documenta74
tion of your activities and'any products de-veloped under
your leadership. If possible, arrange to'have your resource
person observe one instance in which you are working with
instructors and/or other administrators to prepare voca-
tional education budgets (e.g., a meeting of a budget com-
mittee). /

Your total ,competency will be assessed by your r ource per-
son, using 6e "AdmirlAstrator Performance Assessment Form,"

pp. 93-96. 4

Based upon the criteria Specified in the assessment.i4tru-
Rent, your resource person will determine whether you are
'competent in preparing vocational education budgets.

t
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4,

. Date

1.

ADMINSTRATOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

Prepare Vocational Education Budgets

'Directions: Indicate the level of the altinistrator's accomplishment by plac-
ing an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,

because of special circupstaves, a performance component °was not applicable,
'or impossible' to execute, ptace an X in tOe.N/A column.I

tn, preparing all types of vocational education
budgets, the administrator:

4- - 1. .gathered information related to institutional/
program purpose and organization including:

a. prioritized listing of long-range,
overall goals

p.4 position, name, and dates of those indi-.
vtduals .from whom budget requests are

- -sought, or who have budget authority,
or who might be appointed to a budget
committee

c. impOrtant planning dates

2b gathered information about revenue and other
available resources by:

reviewing or preparing enrqllment
projections
.. s.

b. studying the most recent tables of local

-taxation or state subsidy formulas

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
410

wOlvo°1

Cl

0 0 El
.1=1 0 0

0 0
fiE1

c. compiling summaries of miscellaneous
income from grants, gift, and contracts... 0

193
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3. appointed, /Or provided leadership to, a stand-
ing budget committee that included key persons.
involved in or affected by budget.actions

(n conjUnotion with this committee:

a. established a "budget cycle" El El
b. widelypu6lishedthe nature of, and dates

of crucial events ln, that cycle (includ-
ing invitation to submittudget-reOists).. a ED' 0 0

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

4\l" vooi
°1

G°

0 0 0 El .z

c. established methods and rationale
evaluating-proposals

d: decided on final allocations of resources
to each program or majd-r-graWit 0 the--
institution

-6:--submitted the budget for 63proval by the
appropriate official or governing board'

El

AD El
6. clearly assigned .responsibility for use and,

control' of these resources to the official
already in charge of the affected wogram or
subunit -1<.. 0 CI- 0

7. developed.4 plan for periodic rey*em of the
current Year's opettAing bUctget to detect
major over- or under-gpending rates 0 0

8. developed 4 plan ilor periodic'evaluatior of
thestSudgetl*process ' El 0- 0

In devel,Sping an annual operating bud§et, the-
administrator: .

. .

9. arranged budget requests in terms of program
alternatives (added, reduced, or continping)
that -support the institution's long-range
90-all and objectives

94'*
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

401° lioco.°1 0066 ;G

10. estimated the resources directly required by
each alternative including: .

a. personnel salaries, based nfworkload data.

b. equipment purchases, based on prite esti-'
mates from vendors or previous experience.. 0 0

c. operating costs; based on past records of
similir 'activities current rate schedules ,0 0 0

11. assigned indirect (overhead) costs to each,
alterhative based on the extent to which it
Utilizes institutionwide services aDEI E

12. quantified, where possible, the outcomes
(financial and academic) to be cealized from
each budget alternative El El D

In preparing a capital improvements budget, the
administrator:

13. arranged all requests for capital improve-
qments in priority order, based-on institu-
tional goals

. ,

14. estimated accurately the costs of major equip-
ment purchase, constfructtoq of building, or -z, ,t,

remodeling Of fac*Lities-, using profession * ..

consultation' " : OOOOOOO ,..,:'
.

.

,

15. secur4Jbeoad--based information and 'opinion ,. .

about long-range implcatjons, as well di'
immediate effects, of capital improvements

4

16. assessed potential for additiOnal or alterna-
. tive uses of proposed capital,, acquisitions El .1:;] =1pro.

In preparing long-yange budgets, the administrator:, r -* -

17. assured a correct, alignment of budget plans
with institutional goals and objectives D

c,

1

95,
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A

0

LEVE OF PERFdRMANCE

1W

\ 401;6 coa°1 i44 GCP° .0,

t.

18. recommended. rev i sions, to the overall goal s

and objectives if it became apparent that
the resources.to support them would be
unavailable N -

19. called attention to alternative 'sources of
finance needed ,in the future to _supplement.

current. resources... CI

Level of Perfohiance: All items mu t ieceiveN/A, GOOD, or CELLENT

responses... If any item receives a 41 POOR, or FAIR response,the a inis-

trator and resource person should meet to dettrmine wh-at7additional ac vities
the administrator needs to complete in order fo. reach competency in the weak
area(s). , ,

14-
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a COOPETENCy-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATOR
, ," .' '. ,4. - 4-; IVIODULE gEttlES

.

sS

a ' ''.

Order No.. *
,

4#

.
Module Title

t 0
't

g
, at,; .'

io LT 58E34 Organize arid Work with a Local Vocational Education Advisory council.
588-2. , Supervise Vo6ational Education'Persorinel. .

. 1.,Tt88:30 Appraise theuPersonnel Development Needs of Vocational Teachers
,T Establish a StudenrplacernOnt Service and Coordinate Follow-up Studies
LT 588-6 Develop Local Plays for:Vocational Education: Part I-
LT 588-6 .-.,. Develop Local-Plans-far koletional Education: Part II

.:5' LT 68B4-7 DirectCtirfigblum Development
LT, 58B -8' GUide the,Develoiraenlarld improvement of InstrUction

.LT.58B-9 Promote the Vocatio&E'dusationincigram
. LT 58B-10, Direct Program Evaluation
LT 58841 Manage Student Reorgitment and AdmissiOns
LT 58B-12 Provide a Staff DeVelopmentProgram

. LT 58B-13 Prepares-Vocational Education Budgets
LT 58B -14' Manage the Purchase of Etjuipment, Supplies, aryl insurance
LT 58B-15 . Evaluate Staff Performance .

LT 58816 . Manage Vocational Ruildirfgs and Equipinent

Additional ularare beihg developed ihrOugh tine for the Development ofmid
...

Professional Materials for Vocational Education. The'CorlsortiLim is supported by the
following-member states:. Florida, Illinois,.0hio, New York, North Carolina, and
Pennsylvania. tz.-

- .:
5 .

. . -
, 4,t 1

.
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A RELATED MATERIALS . ''1

. .
.- LT 58A . Guide to Using Competenby-Based Vocational Education Administrator

Materials
RD 141 The Identification and National Verjfication of Competencies Important

to Secondary and Poit-Secondary, Administrators of Vocational Education
' RD1142 -The:DeVelopment of competency-Based Instructional Materials for the

Preparation of Local Administrators of Secondary and Post- Secondary.2. t ,
Preparation ..
Vocational Education ,-.

For information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact

ProgramProgram information Office
The National Center forResearch
4 in Vocatipnal Education..,-

',.= The Ohio State University
.

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 41210
(614) 486-3655
(400i848..41326

(
The Ohio State University.
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